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harks are in deep trouble – more than 100 million sharks, rays and skates
are killed every year by the greatest predator on Earth – man! The
voracious, international fishing industry, negative media, and public

misperceptions are driving sharks towards extinction. If sharks are to survive
globally, they need all the help they can get!
For the above reasons, the Save Our Seas Foundation Maxine, Science,

Education and Awareness Programme (M-Sea) was initiated. Maxine, a
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INTRODUCTION

raggedtooth shark, with an extraordinary true-life story that encapsulates the
plight of sharks worldwide, inspired this exciting shark conservation programme.
The Teacher Handbook is an integral part of this broad-reaching programme that
consists of a science research project, an educational and awareness campaign
and documentary films.
By using Maxine as the icon for the programme, and particularly for this book,
we are able to draw the attention of children to the problems of overfishing,
environmental degradation and the challenges of learning to use the ocean’s
living resources in ways that are sustainable. Through Maxine, it is possible to
explain these often-complex topics to children in ways that are compelling and
that will result in enduring awareness. The book highlights the fact that all life is
connected, and the underpinning intent is to provide education and awareness
around the vital importance of ocean conservation.
We invite you to make use of this fascinating information about one of the
most highly evolved, streamlined and simply awesome animals on our planet.
The content is bound to excite your learners, and it is easy to include it in your
curriculum. Armed with this book and your experience as a teacher, you can
make a difference as you guide and influence the hearts and minds of young
students to become ambassadors of our oceans, upon which we all depend.

‘As long as there are people who care and take action
we can and we will make a difference.’
THE FOUNDER
SAVE OUR SEAS FOUNDATION
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ABOUT THE TEACHER HANDBOOK

T

he Teacher Handbook is divided into 8 chapters
covering different topics related to sharks and the
ocean. Each chapter is divided into three parts:
Core Knowledge: The Core Knowledge provides you, the
teacher, with information about each chapter’s focus. This
information supports the activities that follow, and some
activities cannot be done without first sharing this
information with the learners. It is therefore important that
you work through the Core Knowledge before attempting
the related activities with your learners.
Teacher Guide: Each chapter’s activities are introduced with
a one-page Teacher Guide. Use these guides to choose your
activities. They provide a brief description of the activity, its
purpose, the resources you will need, and how each activity
links to South Africa’s Revised National Curriculum
Statement for Grades 4-6 (ages 10-12) Intermediate Phase.
Class Discussion ideas related to the chapter’s content are
also included.
Activities: A number of activities for learners follow the
Teacher Guide. Although the activities have been designed
to support the school curriculum for learners aged 10-12,
some activities are also suited to the Senior Phase.

How to Use the Activities
• The actual activity sheets are of two kinds: Teacher
Instructions on how to conduct the activity, or learner
instructions, which are identifiable by the space provided
for Learner or Group name and Class.
• For easy reference the learning area of each activity is
indicated at the bottom of the activity sheet.
• Most activities require no special equipment and are
suitable for even poorly resourced schools. Although
activity worksheets to be photocopied for learners are
marked with this symbol:
, most of these activities
contain instructions or questions that can be dictated.
• Although it is preferable, it is not necessary to work
chronologically through the book or to cover all the
content in order to do the activities of a particular
chapter. You can therefore select any chapter and its
activities, bearing in mind that the Core Knowledge
section of that particular chapter must first be covered.
A few activities require information from another chapter
and this is indicated where applicable.
• Some activities involve learners in searching for further
information, thus building their enquiry skills.
• Those schools that have Internet access are encouraged
to use the AOCA website address for additional material
that supports some activities, and to allow learners to
explore the SeaSmart Kidz link. Alternatives are provided
for activities referring to the Internet for schools that do
not have Internet access.
• At the teacher’s discretion most activities can be used for
either group or individual work, indicated by
and
respectively in the Teacher Guide.

✍

The activities cover the entire curriculum and you will find
activities for every learning area in the book. However, the
idea is not to turn ‘Sharks’ into a full learning programme.
Rather, we suggest you use the information and activities
on sharks in broader learning programmes such as Our
Environment; The Sea; Animals; Conservation; Sustainable
Living; Healthy Environment, Healthy Me; and so on.
Teachers in other countries will find that most activities also
support their curricula. Although we have selected particular
learning areas and suitable learner ages, we understand that
you know your students best, and as professionals are able to
apply the activities to whichever grade/age or learning area
you feel might be appropriate. For this reason please use the
Teacher Guide merely as a guideline.

Get Involved
Finally, it is not necessary to do all the activities; we
encourage you to develop your own ideas as you learn
more about sharks and the ocean. We would love to hear
from you and encourage you to give us feedback about the
book: what worked for you, what you feel can be improved
upon, suggestions you might have, and any exciting
activities you might have developed. To facilitate this,
please find a Feedback Form at the back of the book,
which you can fill in and return to us.
Another way to communicate with us, and with other
teachers who are using the book, is via the AOCA website
and the Chat Forum link in which you will find the subject:
Teacher Handbook – log on to www.aoca.org.za We will
appreciate your feedback, which will assist in future revised
editions of the book.

Glossary
For easy reference this section highlights new words that
have been used in the Core Knowledge and gives simple
definitions. The new words are in bold italics in the Core
Knowledge sections.

Useful Extras
Website Addresses: Further information can be found
from website addresses listed here.
Resources: A list of additional material related to the
content of the Teacher Handbook is also included.

Supporting Material
The following material is useful but not essential:
Educational Video: An educational video (DVD) about
Maxine and the Save Our Seas Foundation M-Sea
Programme supports this book. Should you not have a copy
please contact us to receive one.
Poster: The shark poster, Sensitive Sharks in Deep Trouble,
supports some activities. A copy is provided on p22. It can
also be used for other activities at your discretion.
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Chapter One

MIGHTY MAXINE

Core Knowledge

An Extraordinary Shark’s Story

I

n 1995 Maxine, a raggedtooth shark, was caught in shark nets off
Durban in South Africa. She struggled desperately for her life, but her
frantic attempts to free herself caused the net to cut deeply into her

flesh. Ironically, the very men who placed the trap, the Natal Sharks
Board, rescued her hours later. Only 40% of raggedtooth sharks survive
net entanglements, and Maxine was one of the lucky few. She was
tagged and released. Scarred, but lucky to be alive, she continued along
her breeding migratory path.
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Three months later, 1 369km (851ml) further down the coast, she was
caught at Struisbaai during a shore-based angling competition. After a

When nature has work to be
done, she creates a genius to
do it.

long tug-of-war, she was pulled out of the ocean, exhausted. It appeared

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

They transferred her to a tidal pool where she would have to wait for the

that her luck had come to an abrupt end. Fortunately, the anglers knew
that the Two Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town had a vacancy for a shark.
aquarium staff to collect her. By the time she got to the pool she was
close to death. She was saved again: this time by an angler who revived
her by moving her around and around the pool until she was strong
enough to swim alone.
Many hours later she was transferred into the I&J Predator exhibit in
the aquarium. But for three months she sulked and refused to eat even
the tastiest morsel offered to her. It was only when a shoal of prized,
long-fin tuna was placed in the tank with her that she found a reason to
live and began to feast on them.
For the next nine years she patrolled the exhibit to the delight and
amazement of visitors from around the world. Only a faint scar remained
around her gills as a reminder of her battle against man and death.

LESLEY ROCHAT

Many innocent animals, including about
1 400 sharks, are killed in the shark nets every
year. All animals found alive are tagged and
released – Maxine was one of
the lucky ones.

A raggedtooth shark, Carcharias taurus,
is an impressive looking, yet non-aggressive
shark that is found in the Atlantic,
Mediterranean and Indo-west Pacific.
PETER PINNOCK/PETER.PINNOCK@ANANZI.CO.ZA

Core Knowledge
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Maxine’s Release and Tags
As part of the Save Our Seas Foundation M-Sea Programme, and after

Visitors from around the world came to see
Maxine before her release, either viewing her
through the 30cm (12in) thick glass, or SCUBA
diving with her in the tank.

being transported by road back to Struisbaai, Maxine was successfully
released on 18 March 2004. Before being released, Maxine
was tagged with four tags to assess her movements, one ultrasonic tag,
two pop-up archival satellite transmitting tags (PAT) and a spaghetti tag.
PAT tags are used for short-term data collection and designed to pop
to the surface after a certain length of time. Once up, these tags
transmit their data to a satellite that orbits Earth. The satellite then
sends this information back to Earth. Maxine’s PAT tags were
programmed to release on different dates. The first tag failed to transmit,

Maxine’s satellite PAT tag

while the second was successful. It surfaced 298km (185ml) east of her
release point, off Plettenberg Bay in South Africa, in July 2004.
Information gathered from the tag allows us to work out the profile of
her journey.
The ultrasonic tag she is wearing will continue to transmit signals for up
to three years. It sends out a unique ultrasonic coded signal that can be
detected by a base station that is normally placed on the ocean floor.
When Maxine passes within 300-500m (984-1 640ft) of a base station her

Maxine’s ultrasonic tag

tag’s unique signal can be picked up. When the base station is removed
from the sea the information is then downloaded.
Her spaghetti tag is used for long-term identification, like an identity
number. Maxine was originally tagged with a spaghetti tag when she was
found in the shark nets in 1995, and again when she was released in
2004. If Maxine is ever caught again the details of the tag can be
forwarded to scientists.

Maxine’s spaghetti tag

Core Knowledge
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The crowd gathered at Struisbaai to watch
Maxine being prepared for her release in
March 2004. Never before had so much
positive publicity and interest revolved

The Importance of Science

around a single shark. Maxine was famous!

Programme is the first of its kind in South Africa. Over the next few years

Very little is known about the behaviour and migration patterns of the
raggedtooth shark along the South African coast. The Maxine Science
Maxine will be joined by the other raggedtooth sharks with whom she
shared the exhibit, Val, Bella, Dee and Billy, when they too are tagged
and released. Wild sharks will also be tagged and
tracked.
Unless we understand these animals better we cannot
protect them adequately. Ultimately, therefore, the data
collected from important scientific research projects like
this one, will contribute towards meaningful shark
conservation.

More About Maxine
Maxine is a female Carcharias taurus, commonly known
as a raggedtooth shark, also known as a raggie, grey
nurse shark or sand tiger shark. Her diet consists of squid,
fish, octopus, smaller sharks and crustaceans. Despite her
scary mouthful of sharp, pointed teeth, she is not
dangerous to people and does not bite unless in selfdefence or when threatened. Raggedtooth sharks grow
to a maximum length of about 3m (9ft).
Raggedtooth sharks are ovoviviparous, meaning they
retain their eggs in their bodies, where the embryos
hatch and mature (see p57). They have two uteri. The
first embryo to hatch in each uterus eats its developing
ANDREW INGRAM

After the journey by road from Cape Town,
Maxine was transferred into a tank on the
back of the boat that took her out to sea.

brothers and sisters, and any additional eggs produced.

Thus only two very healthy, well-fed young, of around 1m (3.3ft) are
born. This odd reproductive strategy is called intra-uterine cannibalism.
It is unique to the raggedtooth shark and is a rather bizarre example
of the survival of the fittest – a phenomenon found throughout the
animal kingdom.

Core Knowledge
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Maxine’s Migration Path
As a sexually mature raggedtooth shark, Maxine will migrate
biannually along the coast of South Africa to breed. She will move
up the coast from the cooler waters – possibly as far south as False
Bay or the Eastern Cape – into southern KwaZulu-Natal where
mating takes place. Following fertilisation she will travel
northwards to the warm waters of Maputaland and southern
Mozambique, where she will ‘incubate’ her pups. Eight to nine
months later she will return to the cooler waters of the Eastern
Cape and give birth to her two pups. She will probably have a
break of one year between pregnancies.

Why Raggedtooth Sharks Need Protection
In 1984 raggedtooth sharks became the world’s first protected
shark species after targeted hunting in the 1960s in Australia. In
some places their populations have been destroyed completely,
while in other parts they have declined by 90%. In South
Africa the World Conservation Union (IUCN)
Red List of Threatened Animals lists them as
Vulnerable, while internationally they are

GEOFF SPIBY

As she was still groggy from the sedatives,
Michael Farquhar and Vincent Calder from
the Two Oceans Aquarium helped
Maxine on the sandy seabed
seconds after her release.

listed as Critically Endangered, Endangered
or Rare (see Red List categories p31).
South Africa is considered to have the
healthiest remaining population, despite the
fact that their population status is largely
unknown. Although raggedtooth sharks are
commercially protected (not allowed to sell them)
in South Africa, they may still be caught
recreationally. AfriOceans Conservation Alliance
(AOCA) is therefore lobbying to get improved
protection for them in South Africa to ensure their
long-term survival.

MAXINE SAYS ...

• When I was released I
weighed nearly 200kg
(441lb).
• I was 3m (9ft) long, and
about 15 years old.
• I should live to 40 years or
more.
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PURPOSE

This activity is a fun way to:
• introduce the topic of sharks and ‘tune in’ to further work;
• introduce Maxine, who will feature throughout the book.
PURPOSE

This activity provides a visual link to Maxine’s story and is an
opportunity to practise:
• mapwork skills;
• calculation skills;
• ‘what if’ reasoning.
PURPOSE

This is an opportunity for artistic expression and for:
• fun;
• challenging one’s old views of sharks;
• creative use of language.

PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity for artistic expression and to:
• have fun;
• think and reason about alternative options to shark nets;
• weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of shark nets as a
technology.
PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity to:
• learn how to use sources like the Internet to find information;
• read and understand more about sharks.

scientific research. Make a class project out of tracking the shark’s
progress. Choose the Shark Adoption link.
• Become a friend of Maxine, either as a school, class or individual.
Go to the SeaSmart Kidz link and choose Friends of Maxine.

ACTIVITY 1.1: ME, MAXINE!

DESCRIPTION: Teacher reads Maxine’s narrative to the class,
or English home language speakers can read it themselves.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Maxine’s story – worksheet: Me, Maxine!

ACTIVITY 1.2: WHERE IN AFRICA?

DESCRIPTION: Learners trace Maxine’s journey on a map, and
measure the distance she travelled.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Ruler, copied worksheets .

ACTIVITY 1.3: COLOUR ME BEAUTIFUL!

DESCRIPTION: A chance to decorate a cartoon of Maxine and her
friends, create a slogan that reflects what learners think about her,
and perhaps sharks in general.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Coloured pencils or crayons, copied
worksheets.

ACTIVITY 1.4: COOL CARTOON – ALL TANGLED UP!

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine caught up
in the shark nets, and write in their own words whether they think
shark nets should be banned or not.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Coloured pencils or crayons, copied
worksheets.

ACTIVITY 1.5: FISHING THE (INTER)NET

Chapter 1: Mighty Maxine

DESCRIPTION: Learners are guided in using the Internet (or
printed materials) to find the answer to questions about sharks.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Internet: www.aoca.org.za or AOCA
material; copied worksheets, or dictated questions.

AOCA Website
• Maxine’s journey, as well as those of the other tagged sharks, can
be followed on the AOCA website. Go to www.aoca.org.za
• Get the class to adopt the next shark to be tagged and released
from the Two Oceans Aquarium and help contribute towards

Class Discussion
Should animals be kept in captivity in places like aquariums and
zoos or not? Consider freedom versus educational and awareness
value.

Languages: Reading & viewing. (Additional language: read for
information. Home language: understand and use information
texts appropriately; view and discuss multimedia texts).

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Thinking and Reasoning.
Technology: Find out about the background context when given a
problem; the advantages and disadvantages that a technological
solution might bring to people and the environment.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Writing for creative purposes.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Social Sciences: Geography – Mapwork (directions; scale; concepts
of oceans).
Mathematics: Operations, Measurement.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Listening – listen to simple stories. Enjoy listening to
different kinds of oral texts.
Reading: English home language.

CURRICULUM LINKS

This chapter introduces the topic of sharks and their interactions with people. We meet an extraordinary shark named Maxine and learn about her unique true-life story.
We also learn how she is part of a conservation and science programme that involves the tagging and tracking of sharks, and how this aims to assist in their conservation.

An Extraordinary Shark’s Story

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 1: Mighty Maxine

TEACHER GUIDE

Me, Maxine!

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Read this to your learners. Optional copy and hand out to learners.

Whew!
There I was, minding my own business, looking for some nice fish for lunch, when – ack! – suddenly I
couldn't move! The more I tried to get away, the more it hurt! I was caught in a shark net off Amanzimtoti
in Kwazulu-Natal. Luckily I'm a raggedtooth shark (YEAH!) and we 'raggies' can circulate water over our
gills even if we can't move. (Lots of other sharks would have died.) Anyway, I was found alive by the Natal
Sharks Board who tagged me (my first piercing!) and then let me go.
Three months later, there I was, minding my own business, looking for some nice fish for lunch …again,
when – wham! – a human caught me on a hook and line. Imagine putting a sharp hook into somebody's
lunch – for FUN! (I'll never understand humans…)
I must be lucky, because the fisherman who caught me knew that the Two Oceans Aquarium was looking
for a raggie like me, so they kept me in a tidal pool until someone could come to get me. The trip to Cape
Town from Struisbaai, where I was caught, was okay and I moved into my new home at the Two Oceans
Aquarium. That's how I became an international celebrity and film star! I swam around looking ferocious
but cool, and everybody came to see me – MAXINE – tah-dah!
I had a good time at the aquarium watching all the humans, but I was kind of homesick for my real home,
the ocean. That was when I met Lesley. Talk about cool – for a human. She visited me in the real world –
underwater. She never stayed very long and she never seemed to want to eat any nice fish, but we
became good friends.
Then came a day I'll never forget – there I was minding my own business, looking for some nice
aquarium fish to eat, when… (have you heard this before?) – wham – someone gave me a shot – it was
a sedative. It didn't hurt, but boy did it make me sleepy! I couldn't focus very well and before I knew it I
was in a box again, leaving my home of nine years! I was a little scared, but the humans had been okay
so far, so I wasn't too afraid.
The trip back to Struisbaai was really wild – planes, boats, trucks, cameras, the works. But the wonderful
thing was – I could sense the ocean! The huge, glorious, full-of-fish and smells and space and somewhere
– full of my friends – ocean! I started to get excited – I would be going home again! Finally the big moment
came. The humans put me back into the sea. Even though it was hard to say goodbye to everybody at Two
Oceans Aquarium, and especially to my friend, Lesley, once I realized I was really and truly free, I
just…swam away.
But I know they are still worried about me because before I left they gave me more piercings! This time I got
three groovy stick-pin things – two satellite tags and an ultrasonic tag. I'm connected and feel cool about my
tags! My satellite tags have popped up to the surface and given off a signal that the humans have traced.
They know where I am and what I've been doing and that I'm still all right. I've still got my ultrasonic tag so
they can keep tracking me. You see, I'm also the star for a shark conservation programme called the Save
Our Seas Foundation M-Sea Programme that's helping to save all my shark friends – some people are
killing too many of us and we really do need help. It's funny but that's important – knowing there are people
out there who care about my friends and me.
If you want to know more about my exciting journey, visit www.aoca.org.za – it's all about me!

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Reading

Mighty Maxine

Activity 1.1
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Activity 1.2

Where in Africa?
Class:

Chapter One

Learner or Group name:

12

(Note: For calculating miles, multiply by 0.6214.)
Raggedtooth sharks like Maxine migrate (travel long distances) along certain paths.
Study the map and see if you can answer these questions:
1. What was the duration of Maxine's journey?

Answer: ___________ days

2. How far did Maxine travel in this time?
Answer: ___________ kilometres
3. In what direction did Maxine travel before she was captured at Struisbaai in 1995?
4. How far did Maxine travel on average per day?
Answer: ___________ kilometres
5. Using the kilometre scale and a ruler, estimate how far Maxine travelled from her point of
release to her satellite tag’s surface position.
Answer: ___________ kilometres

CURRICULUM LINKS: Social Sciences, Mathematics

✍

Activity 1.3

Colour me beautiful!
Class:

Maxine has lost her make-up kit! Can you give her a little colour for the cameras?

Considering Maxine's experiences, write in your own words
what you think she is saying.

Mighty Maxine

Name:

13

Rats! How come
I’m not famous?

This is Maxine’s friend, Crabitha. Give her a little colour, too!
(How about ‘green with envy’?)

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages

Activity 1.4

Cool cartoon – All tangled up!
Class:

Chapter One

Name:
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While you colour in this cool cartoon, think about the fact that ±1 400 sharks are killed in shark nets in South
Africa every year. If Maxine is caught in them again she might also die. Hundreds of other animals like
dolphins and turtles also die. Do you think shark nets should be banned worldwide or not?
Give reasons for your answer.

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Technology

✍

Activity 1.5

Fishing the inter‘net’

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Mighty Maxine

Searching the (inter)net
For those with access to the world wide web,
this is an opportunity to improve your skills.
If you do not have access to the internet, you can still
develop your enquiry skills. Contact AOCA for a print-out
of the information, which you should then read to
answer the questions.
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Fax AOCA on: 021-782 7590 or write to:
AOCA, PO Box 22436, Fish Hoek, South Africa, 7974.
Answer the following questions:
1. In which South African province are raggedtooth shark pups born?
Answer: _________________________________________________________________________________
Tip: Visit the AOCA website: www.aoca.org.za. Click on Ocean Info, then choose Raggedtooth Sharks'
Distribution and Movements.
2. True or False? Although they look fierce, raggedtooth sharks are not known to attack people.
Answer: _________________________________________________________________________________
Tip: Visit the AOCA website: www.aoca.org.za. Click on Ocean Info, then choose
Interesting Facts About Raggedtooth Sharks.
3. Why did raggedtooth shark numbers decrease so much in Australia that the shark is now endangered in
that country?
Answer: _________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Tip: Visit the AOCA website: www.aoca.org.za. Click on Ocean Info, then choose The Status of Raggedtooth
Sharks.
Now...
Find one other interesting fact about raggedtooth sharks, and explain it in your own words:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

✍
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Chapter Two

SHAME ON US!

Core Knowledge

Human Impact

L

ike other organisms, human beings interact with their environment –
this can be in either a positive or a negative way. Our growing
population (currently 6 billion) and advanced technology have a far

more dramatic impact on our environment than any other population of
organisms. We are wiping out species at a record rate, and polluting our
planet in ways that are having serious, negative repercussions for us. In
order to ensure our survival we need to change from a species that
destroys its environment to one that protects it.
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Troubled Waters

Think of Earth as a living
organism that is being attacked
by billions of bacteria whose
numbers double every forty
years. Either the host dies, or the
[parasite] dies, or both die.

The deteriorating health of our oceans is of particular concern. The major

GORE VIDAL

(pathogens), is discharged over beaches and rocks and into the sea. RIVERS

causes of this are:
Marine Pollution: This includes: PIPELINES – in South Africa alone there
are over 60 licensed pipelines that discharge about 656 million tons per
day of domestic, industrial and mixed effluent into the sea. STORMWATER, or
urban runoff containing heavy metals, oil, and disease-causing organisms
that run into the sea carry contaminants such as pesticides and salts from
agricultural runoff, faecal pollution, and industrial discharges. AT SEA we
are dumping toxic waste, oil, sewage, garbage, and particularly plastics.
Global Warming: Gases like carbon dioxide, naturally trap heat in the
Earth’s atmosphere, which keeps the planet warm enough for life to exist
(Greenhouse Effects). Burning of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas,
however, increases the amount of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere. This means more heat is trapped in Earth’s atmosphere and

ROB TARR

Plastics accumulate in the environment faster
than any other form of waste and will not
break down for at least 200 years. It is
detrimental to the health of the ocean and
causes slow and painful deaths for many
marine animals.

this is resulting in global warming.
Habitat Loss: Pollution, together with coastal development and global
warming is causing the destruction of fragile ecosystems such as wetlands,
estuaries, mangroves and coral reefs.
Overfishing: Although over one billion people rely on the sea for their
daily food source, we continue to plunder the ocean’s gifts: 70% of
marine fisheries worldwide are either fully
exploited, or overexploited.

Commercial Culprits
There are different groups of people who harvest
the ocean’s resources, but the biggest culprit of
overfishing is the commercial fishing industry. The
most common destroyers of the sea are the oceansweeping trawlers, drift netters, and long-line
fishing vessels that use advanced technology to
locate fish. Many long-line vessels set lines up to
COUR TESY OCEAN CONSER VANCY

Thousands of animals, like this dolphin, drown
in fishing net entanglements every year.

160km (99ml) long, with over 2 500 hooks attached.
These hooks catch everything in their path, thus
depleting the ocean of life.

Core Knowledge
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MIKE MEYER

By-catch and Discarding
By-catch is the word used to describe catch taken incidentally along with

This seal had caught discarded rope from a
tuna vessel around her neck. As she grew it
painfully cut into her flesh. She had to be
put down.

the targeted species. In a broader context this includes all non-targeted
species, including incidental catch and discards which have no commercial
value, such as turtles, birds, dolphins and other innocent creatures. These
animals and other non-targeted species are thrown overboard.
Considering that discards amount to over 25% of the total catch
worldwide, it is an enormous waste of resources, which has a serious
effect on the ocean ecosystems, and it is not sustainable.

The Sustainable Solution
Using a resource in a sustainable way means ensuring that the resource is
not entirely depleted, but rather that it is harvested, or used, in such a
way that it will be available indefinitely.

Sharks in Deep Trouble
We are slaughtering over 100 million sharks, rays and skates every year –
this is definitely not sustainable! Though some fisheries target sharks,
most sharks are caught as by-catch, or incidentally, and are discarded. As
their fins are valuable, they are finned before they are thrown overboard.
Finning is compared to slaughtering elephants for their ivory. It involves
hacking the fins off live sharks, then tossing the hapless animals back into
the sea to die. It is the primary cause of shark mortality worldwide.
Contrary to popular belief sharks definitely feel pain. Marcel Kroese of
Marine and Coastal Management in South Africa confirms: ‘They suffer
pain, they close their eyes, they flinch, they gape, they push their tongues
out, they suffer.’ Finning is not only very cruel, but since the fins make up a
mere 1-5% of the animal’s bodyweight, it is a very wasteful practice.

COUR TESY WILDAID/BRUCE M C COUBREY

Shark fins that were hacked off live sharks
are left to dry at Cape Town docks. Although
South Africa bans shark finning, it still allows
foreign vessels to process their fins at South
African docks.

Of particular concern is that although sharks appear to be vicious
animals, they are incredibly fragile and unable to withstand heavy fishing
pressures. This is because they are slow-growing animals that mature late
(Zambezi sharks mature at age 20), live long (up to 90 years in some

Core Knowledge

species), and have a low reproduction rate (Maxine will only have one or
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two pups every second year).

Time to Take Stock
All large shark fisheries worldwide have
collapsed as a result of the lack of
management. The animals were simply
unable to reproduce fast enough to
keep up with the high demand.
A fishing vessel trawling
the ocean floor for fish.
They catch whatever is in
their path.

Unfortunately, the international
management of sharks is still in the early stages of
development with all fishing nations committing to
‘National Plans of Action’ to manage their shark stocks.
If the current rate of exploitation continues, many shark
species, including other fish species, will face extinction in the
future. Proper management policies are urgently needed in
order to promote correct fishing practices to ensure that there
will be fish left for future generations.

Use and Abuse
(Refer to the poster that accompanies the book, should you have one, or
to p22 for a copy).
Fins: Fins are used in ‘shark fin soup’. In Asia the soup is considered an
aphrodisiac and a popular dish for important feasts. The fins are dried,
bleached and then boiled repeatedly to release noodle-like fibres. Eating
shark fins is like eating your fingernails – they have no taste and what
taste there is comes from whatever stock is used.
Flesh: Shark meat is eaten in many countries and in many different
forms such the fish used in English ‘fish & chips’ shops, as well as in frozen
fish products. It is also used as feed for livestock and for fertiliser.
Liver oil: Shark livers contain squalane, or its counterpart squalene,
which is used in cosmetics. It is also used as a lubricant for delicate
machinery, and as a source of vitamin A.
Cartilage: Shark cartilage is marketed as ‘chondroitin sulfate’ in many
preparations for arthritis. It is also used in medication to halt cancer
growth. While there is no scientific evidence that it works, thousands of
doctors prescribe these medications to their patients.
Skin: Shark and ray skin makes beautiful, durable leather called
‘shagreen’ used for shoes, boots, brief cases, and as a non-slip covering
for decorative items.
Corneas: Shark corneas do not swell or shrink when exposed to
variations in salinity and have therefore been used as substitutes for
MALCOLM SMALE

Shark fin soup costs up to $120 a
bowl. Some species of sharks
have declined by 80% primarily
because of the demand for their
fins.

diseased human corneas. The eyeball is used as ‘stone’ in jewellery.
Jaws & teeth: Shark jaws, especially those of the great white shark, and
other apex predators, fetch a high price on the international market.
Loose teeth are used in jewellery and ornaments, while whole jaws are
often displayed on walls.

On the Positive Side
Fortunately there are some positive ways
we impact on the ocean such as:
Scientific research is often used to assist

Core Knowledge

in the management of fisheries. This
information is used to motivate
conservation measures for species in need
of it. One of the main objectives of the
Maxine Research Programme is to learn
more about raggedtooth sharks, and to
use this information to get improved
protection for them in South Africa.
Marine Reserves are protected areas
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that may not be commercially exploited.
GEOFF SPIBY

They enable depleted stocks to rebuild
and overflow into fished areas. Sharks may derive some benefit, but along
with other migratory species they remain vulnerable in unprotected

A dead shark generates less than a quarter
of the revenue paid by tourists to see a
live shark.

regions. According to the World Conservation Union (IUCN), countries
should aim to protect 20% of their ocean and 10% of their land.
Ecotourism is the name given to travel designed for people who want
to see the natural beauty and wildlife of an area. Thousand of people
come to South Africa every year to enjoy a close encounter with sharks,
either while SCUBA diving, or while viewing them from a boat.
Calculations show that a live shark is worth a great deal more money than
a dead shark. Ecotourism therefore creates jobs and brings in revenue,
which boosts a country’s economy. At the same time it allows people to
enjoy nature with the least negative impact possible. Ecotourism
therefore encourages countries to conserve their natural resources and to
use them in a sustainable way.
Aquariums and Museums play an important
role in providing awareness and education
about the many wonders of the sea. Most
people can only see the oceans creatures by
visiting an aquarium like the Two Oceans
Aquarium. Museums like Iziko SA Museum, and
its Sharkworld exhibit, sponsored by the Save

MAXINE SAYS ...

Our Seas Foundation in Cape Town, South Africa,
showcases one of the world’s best shark exhibits.

Aquariums offer people an
opportunity to see and learn
about the many wonders of the
oceans, including its sharks.
LESLEY ROCHAT

International Co-operation in
the fishing industries is
increasing as many countries
realise that sharks, and other
important fish stocks, are
being depleted beyond their
ability to recover. Many
conservation organisations,
such as the Save Our Seas
Foundation, are increasing
awareness that will ultimately
result in increased pressure to
change fishing practices, and
implement meaningful
conservation measures.
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Chapter 2: Shame on Us!

EMS (Economics): Needs and how they are satisfied; links
between natural and economic environment; patterns of
consumption in modern society.
Natural Sciences, Technology: Develop solutions to problems;
understand and prevent negative impacts of science and
technology.

CURRICULUM LINKS

EMS (Economics): Links between natural and economic
environment; tourism, entrepreneurship; sustainability.
Social Sciences: Settlement features; resources; development.
Languages (optional): Writing – different kinds of texts for
different purposes and audiences.

The activity is an opportunity to:
• consider that consumer behaviour can affect the environment
negatively, but we need not harm other creatures to meet our
needs; we can find alternatives!
• think creatively;
• exercise problem-solving.

PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity to:
• identify what is special about this environment;
• develop entrepreneurial skills;
• see the protection of the environment as a requirement for
development.

PURPOSE

While applying mathematical skills to an environmental question,
they learn that consumptive use eventually destroys the source of
income, while activities like ecotourism can be sustainable.

PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity for artistic expression and to:
• have fun;
• express an opinion and support it with evidence;
• recall information from the chapter.

dumping it. What are the advantages of keeping it? What
are the disadvantages, if any?
• Why can we not use the deep ocean as a dump for toxic
waste? Should the dumping of waste into the sea be

DESCRIPTION: Learners consider different ways in which people
use sharks, and what needs these products fulfil. They then
consider how else we could fulfil those needs, and not harm
sharks.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copy of worksheet and the poster that
accompanies this book (or copy of poster p22).

ACTIVITY 2.2 ECOTOURS

DESCRIPTION: Learners develop a presentation (or brochure) on
an ecotourism activity in their environment.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, or dictate the
question.

ACTIVITY 2.3 SHARK SOUP OR SHARK TOURS?

DESCRIPTION: Learners calculate how much money one could
theoretically make from non-consumptive use of sharks (which
would not kill the animals), and compare this with how much one
can theoretically make from the consumptive use of sharks (which
does kill them).
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, blue and black cloth,
or paper strips for tags and pegs, or sticky tape, 2 calculators.

ACTIVITY 2.4 COOL CARTOON – FINNING

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine with a
shark that has been finned, and write in their own words
whether finning should be stopped, and why.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, coloured crayons
or pencils.

Class Discussion
• Should the dumping of by-catch be stopped? Consider
how many people are starving in the world and how much
food is wasted, versus the fishing industry’s reasons for

banned? Why or why not? If so what would we do with
all the waste that we currently dump into the sea?

Languages: Thinking and Reasoning.
Life Orientation: Personal development – demonstrate
compassion.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Mathematics: Operations
EMS (Economics): Links between natural and economic
environment; patterns of consumption in modern society;
tourism; sustainability.

CURRICULUM LINKS

CURRICULUM LINKS

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 2.1 BETTER MEANS

This chapter describes how some human behaviour poses a grave threat to our oceans, its sharks and other marine animals. We learn about the crisis of overfishing and what
measures can be taken to correct this. We also learn of ways in which people can contribute in a positive way, so as to give sharks and other marine life a better chance.

Human Impact

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 2: Shame on Us!

TEACHER GUIDE

Activity 2.1

Better means

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Sharks’ Fins
Used by the shark for: ________________________________________________
Used by people for: ____________________________________________________
What human need is met by using this part of the shark?

_______________________________________________________________________
What else could we use to meet this need without harming other creatures?

_________________________________________________________________________________
Sharks’ Liver
Used by the shark for: _______________________________________________________________
Used by people for: _________________________________________________________________
What human need is met by using this part of the shark?____________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
What else could we use to meet this need without harming other creatures? ______________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Sharks’ Teeth
Used by the shark for: ___________________________________________________________________
Used by people for: _____________________________________________________________________
What human need is met by using this part of the shark? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
What else could we use to meet this need without harming other creatures?_______________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Sharks’ Skin
Used by the shark for: ___________________________________________________________________
Used by people for: _____________________________________________________________________
What human need is met by using this part of the shark? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
What else could we use to meet this need without harming other creatures? ______________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Sharks’ Eyes
Used by the shark for: ___________________________________________________________________
Used by people for: _____________________________________________________________________
What human need is met by using this part of the shark? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
What else could we use to meet this need without harming other creatures?
______________________________________________________________________________________

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Economics, Natural Sciences, Technology
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Study the poster and complete the following:
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Activity 2.1

MIGHTY
MAXINE
Better
means
(poster)
Class:

Chapter Two

Learner or Group name:
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Activity 2.2

Ecotours

Learner or Group name:

Class:

You have been tasked by the municipality to develop a new ecotourism activity for visitors to the area
where you live, or somewhere nearby. These visitors are ecotourists, that is, people who are interested
in nature, wildlife, beautiful scenery and outdoor activities in unspoilt places.
The activity that you develop could be, for example, a hiking trail through a forest, a boat trip to an
island, or a guided tour to look at indigenous plants in the city. Let your imagination go wild!
Start your planning by writing down all the special places, scenes, plants and animals that you know of
in or near to your area. List as many as you can and ask others for more ideas.
Now choose one or more of these special things as the focus for your ecotourism activity. Think about
what visitors would enjoy doing. Then plan how you could let them have this experience! Also bear in
mind how you would like visitors to behave, so that they do not harm the environment and creatures
they are coming to see.
Now prepare a presentation to the class (or a brochure/leaflet – see below) in which you explain your
ecotourism activity. Include the following:
•
•
•
•

the name of your area;
what your ecotourism activity is;
why visitors would find it exciting;
how you would like visitors to behave.

Expanded Opportunities
To advertise the tour, you can develop a brochure (leaflet) that explains (in your home language) and
perhaps illustrates:
•
•
•
•

the name of your area;
details of your ecotourism activity;
why visitors would find it exciting;
how you would like visitors to behave.

✍

Shark ecotourism
is really cool – millions of
people come to South Africa
every year just to see me
and my other shark friends –
we’ve become
quite famous!

CURRICULUM LINKS: Economics, Social Sciences, Languages
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Plan an Ecotourism Activity
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Activity 2.3

Shark soup or tours?

Teacher Instructions

Chapter Two

You will need two calculators, black and blue cloth, or paper strips as tags and pegs, or sticky tape.
In this activity the learners will answer the question:
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Where can the most money be made – by killing sharks for consumables or by keeping
them alive for ecotourism?
What to do:
Pre-game: Divide class into three equal groups. The three groups are:
Group 1 = Fishermen: The Fishermen will kill their sharks and sell them for the amounts listed.
Fishermen can only sell as many items as they have made.
Group 2 = Ecotourists: The Ecotourists will keep their sharks alive and sell tours.
Group 3 = Sharks: Sharks can only multiply if they are a blue-tagged pair and then only once during the
game. They can select a black-tagged Shark to be their baby; the baby moves to the Ecotourists group.
Hand out the worksheets and explain how to complete them. During the game, teams must keep a
record of the number of sharks they have. After the game, they must calculate how much money they
were able to make from those sharks.
Start game:
1. Fishermen move to one side of the room, Ecotourists to the other, and Sharks to the middle.
2. Play begins when one learner from Ecotourists and one from Fishermen each pick a Shark to take
back to their group.
3. The Shark going to the Fishermen is pegged with a black cloth, indicating he or she is dead and out
of play. This player must sit to one side of the Fishermen.
4. The Shark going to the Ecotourists is pegged with a blue cloth. This player sits to one side of the
Ecotoursts.
5. Each group records their Shark on the worksheet, after which they may go back and get another.
Each group must work together as fast as possible and get as many Sharks as they can.
Mid-game:
1. There are no sharks left in the middle. However, for every two blue-tagged Sharks, one of the blacktagged Sharks may come back into play as a new baby Shark belonging to the Ecotourists. Leave the
black tag on and also put a blue tag on these new baby Sharks. They must now sit with the other
blue-tagged Sharks.
2. Each new baby Shark the Ecotourists gain is worth an extra R2 500 to them as these sharks are now
an attraction for tourists.
3. For every dead shark (black-tagged) that goes over to the Ecotourists group the Fishermen must pay
unemployment benefits to out-of-work employees at a rate of R5 000 per shark they lose (since they
do not have many sharks to make products from, they have to dismiss employees and pay them).
End-game: By completing the worksheets learners calculate how much money the Fishermen and the
Ecotoursts made.
Discuss: What happened? Where was the most money made – by killing and selling sharks for
consumable goods or from ecotourism?
As the Sharks ran out, the Fishermen could make no more money. The Ecotourists, however, are not
only still in business, but their sharks are reproducing, increasing their chances to make more money. If
they wanted to they could purchase additional boats at R25 000 a boat in order to earn even more
money. What if people killed all the sharks, would anyone make any money?

CURRICULUM LINKS: Economics, Mathematics

Activity 2.3

Shark soup or tours?

Learner or Group name:

Class:

(Note: the amounts are based on the South African currency. For pounds divide these figures by 10. For
dollars divide them by 6. Write the new amounts above these, or only convert your final figure to get an
answer in your currency.)

Profits/Loss from shark consumables
(a) Number of sharks caught and killed (before losing any to the Ecotourists) ______________________
(b) Amount made from each dead shark (use total value for each shark caught and
killed in Bill of Sales below):

R ___________________

(c) Total amount made (a x b): R ________________ x R ________________ = R ___________________
(d) Number of dead sharks lost to Ecotourists

___________________

(e) Amount to be paid out for unemployment: (d) ______________ x R5 000 = R ___________________
(f) Profit or loss made (c – e)

R ________________ – R ________________ = R ___________________

Bill of Sale:
Pretend each shark can be made into the following consumable
goods and sold for these amounts. Calculate the total value of
one dead shark:
2 pair of boots

R500 ea. =

R _____________

2 handbags

R800 ea. =

R _____________

50 vitamin packs

R10 ea. =

R _____________

50 lipsticks

R50 ea. =

R _____________

50 cans of soup

R100 ea. =

R _____________

Total value per shark caught and killed:

✍

R _____________

CURRICULUM LINKS: Economics, Mathematics
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Worksheet – Fishermen
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Activity 2.3

Shark soup or tours?

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Chapter Two

Worksheet – Ecotourists
(Note: the amounts are based on the South African
currency. For pounds divide these figures by 10. For
dollars divide them by 6. Write the new amounts
above these, or only convert your final figure to get
an answer in your currency.)
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Profits from shark ecotours
(a) Number of sharks available for viewing/diving with (excluding baby Sharks acquired
from Fishermen):

_________________

(b) Amount made from each shark (use total value for each shark in Bill of Sales below):
R _________________
(c) Total amount made (a x b): R _________________ x R _________________= R _________________
(d) Baby Sharks acquired: Baby Sharks _________________ x R2 500 = R _________________
(e) Total profit made (c + d):

R _________________ + R _________________= R _________________

Can you grow your business and make even more money?
If you have made R25 000 profit or more you can purchase another boat and make more money.
How many more boats can you buy:
Answer: Profit R _________________ divided by R25 000 = _________________ Additional boats

Bill of Sale:
Pretend each shark is worth the following package earned from tourism.
Calculate the total value of one shark package:
5 tourists will cage dive

x

R1 000 per tourist =

R ______________

2 tourists will free dive

x

R1 500 per tourist =

R ______________

5 tourists will take photos

x

R500 per tourist

=

R ______________

12 tourists will buy T-shirt

x

R100 per T-shirt

=

R ______________

Total value per shark per boat excursion:

CURRICULUM LINKS: Economics, Mathematics

R ______________

✍

Activity 2.4

Class:

Shame on Us!

Name:

Cool cartoon – Finning
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Colour this cartoon in then write in your own words whether you agree that people should be allowed to
fin sharks or not. Give reasons for your answer.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

✍
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Chapter Three

HERE TODAY,
GONE TOMORROW
Evolution and Extinction

E

volution is the process by which animals and plants (species) have
changed through time. A look at an ancient shark fossil might
convince you that they have not changed much over the last 200

million years. A look at an ancient whale fossil, on the other hand, will
convince you that whales have changed unbelievably – particularly since
early whales used to have legs and live on land!

28
The Evolution Recipe
In order for species to evolve, three conditions must apply:

Only after the last tree has
been cut down, only after the
last river has been poisoned,
only after the last fish has been
caught, only then will you find
that money cannot be eaten.

1. Replication – an organism must be able to make more of itself through

CREE INDIAN PROPHECY

If these three conditions exist, then species can, and will, change through

reproduction.
2. Mutation – an organism must be subject to genetic ‘accidents’ called
mutations.
3. Heritability – these mutations, or new genetic codes, must be able to
pass on to following generations.
time, unless some aspect of their environment makes it impossible to do so.
Examples of this will be discussed under Extinction.

Present day

Time Travel

First human beings

The solar system in which Earth exists formed about

Age of reptiles

4.6 billion years ago. Slowly Earth cooled and water
was formed. About 3.5 billion years ago, evolution
First land animals
with backbones

began when molecules became organised into the

First land plants

system into a single 24-hour day, Earth

R
EA

TH

formed between midnight and 1am

Midnight

At about 7am the first forms of life

2 am

10 pm

EO
N
LIF

1 Billion
years ago

If we compress the history of our solar

Earth forms

First
freshwater
fish
First
organism with
many cells

first living things.

4 Billion
years ago

appeared. Two hours later at
9am the only living things were a

4 am

8 pm

few worm-like creatures, algae
and bacteria that all lived in the

Marine one-celled
organisms

6 pm

6 am

First evidence
of life

sea. At 10pm, our ancestors
crawled from the sea onto land.
The dinosaurs roamed the Earth

8 am

4 pm

24 hour time scale
of Earth – the grey curve
indicates the increasing
numbers of types of organisms
that have evolved.
From Environmental Science,
Karen Arms, Second Edition

2 pm

from 11:15pm to about 11:40pm.

3 Billion
years ago

10 am
12 Noon

At the same time, the first
primates were hiding in the
trees from them. By 11:45pm.,
most of the dinosaurs were

Bacteria

2 Billion
years ago

gone. Scientists believe that a
massive meteorite hit Earth,

HELICOPRION
MEGALODON

causing a huge cloud of dust that blocked the sun out. This caused the
temperature of Earth to lower, which killed all the reptiles, while the
warm-blooded mammals and birds survived. Human ancestors only came
on the scene 3 minutes before midnight. Only at 1 minute before
midnight, modern humans had evolved and rapidly spread across the
planet. At less than 1 second before midnight, humans began to farm.
Present time is a mere millisecond before midnight!

Sharks are Older than Dinosaurs!

The megalodon was as big as a bus, and
almost two and a half times bigger than a
great white shark.
Helicoprion’s odd teeth may have been used
to injure or disable prey, which was then
eaten at leisure.
No one knows why edestus had such weird
teeth, but it grew to around 6m (20ft) – a
formidable predator indeed!

Sharks evolved about 400 million years ago, way before dinosaurs.
Ancient sharks were the first successful vertebrates (animals with
backbones) on Earth, and they filled every niche of the sea. Many were no

Stethacanthus’s weird structure on its back
may have been used for combat or as a
sexual signalling device to attract females.

bigger than 1.2m (4ft) long. Fossils have shown some strange looking
creatures such as:
Megalodon was a giant of a shark that lived about
12 million years ago. It was about 17m (56ft) long, and
its mouth could open 2m (6.6ft) wide. Today’s great
white shark is puny by comparison!
Helicoprion lived about 260 million years ago. We do not know much

EDESTUS

about what its body looked like, but we do know its teeth grew in a
weird spiral.
Edestus lived about 300 million years ago and it must have been a
fearsome beast! It had one row of teeth in its top jaw and one in its
bottom jaw, which sliced together like scissors.
Stethacanthus was another strange ancient shark that
lived about 380 million years ago. It had teeth on
top of its head and a thick, flat-topped dorsal fin
covered with teeth.

Sharks – an Evolutionary Success Story
Sharks living in the sea today are the survivors of an ancient lineage.
Dinosaurs and many marine animals came and went, but for reasons
unknown sharks survived extinction events. Most ancient sharks,

STETHACANTHUS

Core Knowledge

GREAT WHITE
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however, through time became extinct, and
about 200 million years ago they were
replaced by sharks closely resembling the
ones living today. Modern day sharks are

Core Knowledge

intelligent, sophisticated animals,
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streamlined to perfection by millions of years
of evolution.

Extinction
Extinction is the disappearance of a species
COUR TESY OCEAN CONSER VANCY

from Earth caused by the death of its last surviving member. Some

Turtles are threatened worldwide – not only
are their nesting habitats being destroyed,
but many die annually from fishing net
entanglements.

examples of what can cause a species to become extinct are:
• Climate change – it becomes too cold, too hot, too wet, or too dry.
• Change in predation patterns – faster, smarter, meaner, or
new, or more predators.
• Change in food supply – less food, different food, something
else eating their food.
• Human intervention – exploitation, global warming/pollution,
habitat loss, invasive species, and persecution.
• Natural disasters – volcanic eruptions, asteroid impacts, floods,
droughts, avalanches, mudslides.

What a Catastrophe!
Natural disasters have often caused catastrophes called extinction
events, resulting in mass dying of species. Some general reasons for
COUR TESY UNEP

Pollution is smothering our oceans and
destroying fragile ecosystems – children
collect garbage that litters the sea.

mass extinctions, whether global or localised, are:
Continental Drift: The giant plates of Earth float on its surface
driven by upwelling from its centre. This movement is called plate
tectonics, or continental drift, and continues to this day. Over time
this movement has radically altered the position of Earth’s
continents. Continents broke apart and reformed, terrific climatic
changes occurred, landmasses collided, and isolated organisms
came into sudden contact, resulting in new population dynamics.
Species had to adapt or die.
Volcanoes: Volcanic activity can have enormous global
consequences and it is directly related to continental drift. Besides
releasing poisonous gases and hot lava, major volcanic eruptions

DAVID MESNARD/OCEANSTRIPE@DHIVEHINET.NET.MV

In December 2004 plate tectonics caused
a massive earthquake under the sea.
This created enormous tsunamis that hit
Indian Ocean shorelines, killing over
150 000 people.

throw thousands of tons of dust and ash into the upper

atmosphere, where they may remain for months, or even years. This layer
acts as a powerful filter, blocking out sunlight and causing surface
temperatures to become reduced by many degrees. The result can be
‘mini-ice ages’, and possible extinctions.
Asteroid and Meteorite Impacts: From the air many huge craters can be
seen pock-marking Earth, showing plainly where meteorites have
impacted. The two biggest impact craters are in Mexico and Australia.
They coincide with two of the biggest mass extinctions in the history of
the planet, which occurred during the Permian Period (250 million years

ago), and the Cretaceous Period (65 million
years ago) – dinosaurs became extinct then.

Extinction and Biodiversity

Core Knowledge

Biodiversity is a measure of the variety and
number of different species in an area, as well
as the genetic variation within each species.
Although extinction is a natural process, in
recent times the rate of extinction is estimated
to have risen to between 1 000-10 000 times
greater than before human intervention. The
ever-increasing human population is placing
enormous pressure on the world’s biodiversity,
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driving many species to extinction. Species loss
LESLEY ROCHAT

has critical implications for human well-being,
and conserving biodiversity is central to our
survival. Species provide food, medicine, fuel
and building materials. They help filter water,
decompose waste, generate soil and pollinate
crops.

Vanishing Acts

It is estimated that this century will see
a rise in global temperatures of
2.1º C. This will mean the
death of most of the
world’s fragile
coral reefs.

MAXINE SAYS ...

There are about 10-30 million species on Earth, but
only 1.9 million have been described. Of these only
3% have been assessed by the World Conservation
Union (IUCN) Red List (see Table 1). Of the assessed
species over 800 have recently become extinct,
mostly due to human intervention. These include
dodo birds, quaggas, passenger pigeons, Tasmanian
wolves and flightless rails. Many other species are
close to extinction due to human impact, such as
oceanic white-tip sharks, hammerhead sharks, African
wild dogs, cheetahs, blue whales, Siberian tigers and
giant pandas, to mention just a few.

• Coral reefs date back over
350 million years. They cover
less than 1% of the ocean
surface area, but are home
to over 25% of marine life.
They are amongst the
world’s most endangered
ecosystems – over 25% have
been destroyed, while up to
60% may be lost within our
lifetime.
• Each year, between 25 000 –
50 000 species become
extinct.

Table 1
The World Conservation Union (IUCN) assesses the conservation status of
species and categorises those that are threatened with extinction onto
the Red List of Threatened Species. The first five categories are:
Extinct

The last individual of a species has died.

Extinct in the Wild

Species that only survive in cultivation, captivity, or outside their past range.

Critically Endangered

Species at extremely high risk of extinction in the wild in the immediate future.

Endangered

Species not Critically Endangered but facing a very high risk of extinction in the
wild in the near future.

Vulnerable

Species not Critically Endangered or Endangered but facing a high risk of
extinction in the wild in the medium-term future.

The term Threatened is used for species that are listed Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable.
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Chapter 3: Here Today, Gone Tomorrow
The aim is to develop:
• enquiry skills;
• project writing skills;
• understanding of environmental issues and society’s threats to
biodiversity.
Expanded opportunities include a poem, or song, to create
awareness of the plight of this species, and a message about
what we can do to help (Arts & Culture).

PURPOSE

In this activity they:
• practise mathematical skills;
• develop a sense of awe for some amazing creatures which have
become extinct.

DESCRIPTION: Choose any threatened marine species as the topic
of a project. Learners must use various sources of information to
find out what puts that particular species at risk, and what can be
done to protect it.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets; diverse sources of
information. Go to www.aoca.org.za and its Links page for options.

ACTIVITY 3.3: WHAT BIG TEETH YOU HAD!

DESCRIPTION: Learners must calculate how much taller and wider
the tooth of a megalodon was than the tooth of a modern great
white shark.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheet.

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (p16). The loss of coral reefs
will mean the loss of food, income and employment for millions
of people, as well as the extinction of many beautiful marine

Social Sciences: Environmental issues – the contribution of
societies to the loss of biodiversity; extinction of plants and
animals.
Languages: Writing. Home language – Write different kinds of
texts for different purposes.
Arts & Culture: Use own composition to draw attention to
environmental issues.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 3.2: ANIMALS AT RISK

Class Discussion
Coral reefs have a narrow range of temperature tolerance and
they are under major threat, mainly due to global warming,
which is accelerating because of dangerous concentrations of

CURRICULUM LINKS

The activity helps learners to:
• practise mathematical skills;
• understand the passage of long-term time;
• consider how big the impact of human beings has been in
relation to the time we’ve been around, and how important it is
to take greater care of our environment.

DESCRIPTION: Learners must measure and calculate time in billions
and millions of years, and consider for how long human beings
have been on the planet, in relation to other species.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

species. How will these people survive if coral reefs become
extinct? What will happen to all the marine life that lives on coral
reefs? What can be done to stop global warming, if anything?

Mathematics: Operations and relationships (division, ratios).
Natural Sciences: Constructing scientific knowledge (interpret
information).

CURRICULUM LINKS

Mathematics: Measurement, operations.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 3.1: TIME LINE
CURRICULUM LINKS

This chapter introduces us to the long history of Earth in which sharks evolved 400 million years ago.
We learn about the ways in which species can become extinct over time and how biodiversity is being destroyed. This involves factors over which
we have no control, as well as those that we do: the impact of our own species.

Evolution and Extinction

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 3: Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

TEACHER GUIDE

Time line

Name:

Class:

Use the time line below to do the following calculations (you can use a calculator!);
mya = millions of years ago.
1. If the first sharks lived on Earth 400 mya, and the first dinosaurs lived during the Triassic period
250 mya, which would be the older: the first sharks, or the first dinosaurs? ____________________
2. By how much?
Answer: 400 000 000 years minus 250 000 000 years = ___________________________________
3. If the dinosaurs first lived on Earth 250 mya, and humans appeared on Earth 1.8 mya, how much
older would dinosaurs be than people?
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Answer: 250 000 000 years minus 1 800 000 years = ______________________________________
4. It is said that our human ancestors appeared on Earth about 1.8 mya. If Earth formed 4.5 mya,
for what portion of Earth’s existence have human beings been around?
Answer: 1 800 000 years divided by
4 500 000 000 years
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= _________________________
5. For the time humans have
existed compared to all other
animals, have we had a greater
or lesser impact on our planet?
Why do you say this?
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Many fish spec s.
and giant shark
The age of
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Earth is over 4 500 million
years old. Scientists have
divided this time into
different periods, and
millions of species have
come and gone as Earth's
conditions have changed.

65 mya
TERTIARY

Ages past

1.8 mya
QUATERNARY

Humans appear.

Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

Activity 3.1

TODAY
Humans now rule, but we are rapidly
destroying the planet. We need to
conserve it for future generations.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Mathematics

Activity 3.2

MIGHTYAtMAXINE
Animals
risk!

Chapter Three

Learner or Group name:
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Class:

Project Work
Let’s do a project about one of Maxine’s sea animal friends that is at risk of becoming extinct.
For some suggestions and guidance, see the table below. The table gives some examples of marine and
coastal animals that are at risk of becoming extinct: They are Critically Endangered, Endangered or
Vulnerable. The table explains the difference between these categories, and each category tells us how
close to extinction these animals are.
What to do:
1. Find out as much as you can about your chosen animal.
Use at least two different sources of information, for
example books from the library, information from the
Internet, conservation organisations or government
departments, or documentary films.
2. Write a project of between 4-6 pages, excluding any
illustrations you may want to use.
Your project should include the following headings:
1. Introduction to the project.
2. More about this animal.
3. The conservation status of this animal.
4. Reasons why this species is at risk of extinction.
5. What should be done to avoid it becoming extinct.
6. My sources of information.

My species,
the raggedtooth shark, is
listed as Critically
Endangered,
Endangered and
Vulnerable in
different parts
of the
world.

Table: Animals At Risk of Becoming Extinct (also called Threatened animals)
Critically Endangered

Endangered

Vulnerable

These animals are at a very
high risk of extinction in the wild
in the immediate future.

These animals are not Critically
Endangered, but they are still at
a high risk of extinction in the
wild in the near future.

These animals are not Critically
Endangered or Endangered, but
they face a high risk of
extinction in the wild in the
medium-term future.

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

• Raggedtooth shark
• Coelacanth
• Black sea bass
• Leatherback sea turtle
• Largetooth sawfish

• Raggedtooth shark
• Natal wrasse
• Smalltooth sawfish
• Blue whale
• Knysna seahorse

• Raggedtooth shark
• African penguin
• Great white shark
• Red steenbras
• Whale Shark

Note: When an animal becomes Extinct it means that it is gone forever – not a single animal like it is left
anywhere in the world. Extinct in the Wild means that there are no more of these animals found in the
wild; only a few survive in captivity – in an aquarium for example.
Expanded opportunities:
Once you’ve studied your chosen animal at risk, and completed your project, express your feelings and
raise awareness by writing your own poem or song about it. Share this with your class or family and
friends.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Social Sciences, Languages, Arts & Culture (optional)

✍

What big teeth you had!

Learner or Group name:

Class:

The megalodon shark lived about 12 million years ago and it was the largest predator to ever swim in
the sea. It was around 17m (56ft) long, and its mouth could open 2m (6.6ft) wide – wide enough to
swallow a small car! For reasons unknown megalodons became extinct.
Can you figure our how much taller and wider a magalodon tooth was than that of a great white
shark tooth? To calculate the percentage difference, use this formula:
H
meg
______
= ________________ times taller/wider x 100 % = ________________ % taller/wider.
H gws

Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

Activity 3.3

6cm (2.4in)
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15cm (6in)

4cm (1.6in)
Actual size of a modern
white shark tooth

12cm (4.7in)
Actual size of a tooth of extinct megalodon
Do the Maths!
1. This megalodon tooth is _________________ % taller than the great white shark tooth.
2. This megalodon tooth is _________________ % wider than the great white shark tooth.

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Mathematics, Natural Sciences

Chapter Four

BODY PERFECT

Core Knowledge

Shark Anatomy

O

ver millions of years sharks have evolved with bodies perfectly
designed for hunting. This has made them different from other
fish in many ways; the most obvious difference is that they do

not have a bone in their bodies. Along with skates, rays, and a group of
deep-water fish called ratfish, or chimaeras, the skeletons of sharks
consist of cartilage. Because of this unique feature, these fish are classed
together as Chondrichthyes, better known as cartilaginous fish.
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Different Skeletons
Sharks have evolved with cartilage skeletons for good reason: cartilage is

Nature does nothing uselessly.

lighter than bone. This is important because sharks do not have a swim

ARISTOTLE

bladder like other fish to keep them buoyant. Cartilage is also more
flexible, allowing sharks to turn quickly while they chase their prey, and it
deforms more easily and safely under pressure than that of bone.
No matter what the skeleton is made of, there are three
different types of skeletons, those that are internal, called
endoskeletons, those that are external, called exoskeletons,
and those that do not have hardened support systems, but
rather fluid-based skeletal systems called hydrostatic
skeletons.
Endoskeletons: Apart from sharks, rays, skates and ratfish that
have cartilaginous endoskeletons, all other fish have bony
endoskeletons made of hard mineral deposits of calcium
LESLEY ROCHAT

A delicate porcelain crab has an exoskeleton
and it shares a symbiotic relationship with a
giant sea anemone, which has a hydrostatic
skeleton.

phosphates. Mammals, both on land and sea, as well as other
vertebrates (animals with backbones) have rigid and strong
endoskeletons made of bone.
Exoskeletons: Insects and crustaceans (invertebrates – animals
without backbones, e.g. crayfish and crabs) generally have a
tough outer structure known as an exoskeleton, made of
chitin – a material similar to that of your fingernails. Some
molluscs, such as sea snails, also have an exoskeleton and
build their shells out of minerals and organic materials.
Hydrostatic Skeletons: This skeletal system can be compared
to a water-filled balloon. Animals like earthworms and
jellyfish move by contracting the muscles surrounding their
fluid-filled bodies, which creates pressure within their bodies
that results in movement. Anemones and bluebottles are
other examples of sea animals that are supported by a

LESLEY ROCHAT

Sea anemones are armed with stinging cells
but are harmless to humans.

hydrostatic skeleton.

Core Knowledge
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GEOFF SPIBY

Sharks are Different on the Inside

There are over 500 different types of rays.
They are related to sharks as they too
have an endoskeleton made of cartilage.

Apart from a shark’s skeleton making it very different from other fish,
there are other internal differences. The three main ones are:
• rather than a gas-filled swim bladder to help them stay neutrally
buoyant (the ability to remain in the water column without sinking to
the seabed or rising to the surface), sharks have an oil-filled liver to
accomplish this;
• as their livers are large, there is less room for long
loops of intestines. They therefore have a spiral
valve intestine that spins the food around,
exposing it to the maximum amount of surface
area in the minimum amount of space;
• and unlike most bony fish, all sharks rely on
internal fertilisation of eggs (see p54).

Sharks are Different on the Outside
Sharks differ from other fish on the outside in the
three main ways:
• sharks do no not have flat scales made of bonelike bony fish, instead they have tooth-like scales
termed dermal denticles (see below) that cover
their skin;
• sharks’ gills are different to those of bony fish in that each gill is
separated from the next by a partition, and each gill exits to the
outside via a gill slit. There is also no cover (operculum) over the gills
like that of other fish;
• and male sharks have paired external genitalia called claspers on their
pelvic fins that they insert into the female sharks during mating (see p54).

MARC MONTOCCHIO / WWW.HYDRAULICPHOTO.COM

Without swim bladders to keep them
buoyant, sharks must keep moving to avoid
sinking. Raggedtooth sharks have a unique
solution to assist neutral buoyancy – they
swallow air at the surface and keep it in
their stomach – this allows them to hover
in the water.

Strange Shark Teeth!
Bone-like tissue is not entirely lacking in sharks, it is found in the
dentine of their teeth, and in a very odd place – on their skin!
Microscopic, tooth-like scales called dermal denticles act as a

Core Knowledge

protective layer that covers sharks’ skin. Just like miniature
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teeth, they are covered in enamel, contain a nerve ending, and
are pointed. The denticles play an important part in swimming
efficiency, as they reduce friction between the water and the
sharks’ skin, allowing them to glide effortlessly through water.
Technologists are copying this remarkable feature by covering
some aircraft with denticle-type material to reduce drag.
GEOFF SPIBY

Sharks’ mouths are lined with taste buds, and
most are fussy eaters, spitting out what they
don’t like.

When it comes to their real teeth, sharks’ teeth are remarkable
in that they are continuously replaceable – they sit in parallel rows in
their upper and lower jaw. The developing teeth in the back row move
forward to replace teeth that are lost in the front row. This means that
sharks are always ready for action! Different types of sharks have
different shaped teeth, designed for the type of food they eat (see p49).

Sensitive Sharks
(Refer to the poster, or to p22 for a copy of the poster.)
Sharks are highly-tuned predators – from their heads to
their tails they are filled with ultra-keen sensing
equipment that enables them to detect even the tiniest
changes in their surroundings, and to detect the
movement of their prey. Just like humans, they have five
ordinary senses, although far more acute than ours.
Together with their sixth extraordinary sense – the
electro-sense – they have the most sophisticated sensory
LESLEY ROCHAT

The ampullae of Lorenzini are tiny black dots
one can see on the head and snout of sharks,
which enable them to detect minute electric
fields given off by animals and objects.

abilities known amongst predators.

Ordinary Senses
Sight: Sharks’ eyes are well developed, and like cats’ eyes,
they have a special reflective layer behind the retina that
helps them to see in low light. Sharks move very
distinctly from side to side and they have a very good
reason for doing so – to see objects in front of them.
Smell: Sharks have the biggest olfactory bulbs (the part
of the brain dedicated to smelling) of any fish, meaning
their sense of smell is fantastic. Sharks smell by taking
seawater into their nasal cavities. These are lined with
sensory cells that can detect chemicals in the water in
the same way that we detect chemicals in the air.

LESLEY ROCHAT

Sharks’ eyes are 10 times more sensitive to
dim light than ours, and some sharks can see
in colour.

Taste: We know sharks can taste because their mouths,
tongues and palates are lined with special taste buds.
Some sharks that feed on the sea-bed have barbels on
their snouts which detect or ‘taste’ for the presence of
prey buried in the sand.

Touch: Sharks can feel touch and
pain on all parts of their bodies.
Sharks also have stretch-receptors
that allow them to feel the stretch

Core Knowledge

and movement of their skin and
muscles, which in turn helps them
fine-tune the movements of their
fins and jaws as they swim or feed.
The head region of sharks is most
sensitive to touch, especially the
snout and mouth – more than one
swimmer has escaped the attention
of a shark by banging it on the nose!
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Hearing: Sharks have tiny holes on
the tops of their heads that lead to very sensitive ears that are hidden
inside the braincase. Sharks hear by detecting sound waves travelling
through water. They can detect the sound of a struggling fish about 550m

LESLEY ROCHAT

The giant sandshark is a ray that lives on the
seabed and that uses its keen senses to find
crabs, molluscs and small fish.

(1 805ft) away. Their ears also help them to maintain balance and detect
the pull of gravity.

Extraordinary Senses
Electrifying details: Sharks have a remarkable receptor system called the
ampullae of Lorenzini. These are small jelly-filled pores on the snout and
head of sharks that enable them to detect very weak electromagnetic
fields that all living creatures give off when they breathe or move. This
makes it easy for sharks to detect predators and prey, even if it is buried
prey. It also enables sharks to sense Earth’s
magnetic field in order to navigate, giving
them an incredible sense of direction.
Lateral feeling: A shark’s lateral line system
is another way to help them find their
prey. This consists of fluid-filled sensory
canals with vibration-sensitive little hairs,
which run along both sides of a shark’s body.
They provide detailed information about
movement, direction, pressure, temperature and
density in the water. This allows sharks to ‘feel’
something moving around 91m (299ft) away
(imagine if your skin was so sensitive you could
tell exactly when your neighbours opened their
refrigerator door!).
Pitted for perfection: Similar to the lateral line, pit organs are blind
pockets in the skin containing tiny, extremely sensitive hairs, which are
scattered all over the surface of a shark’s body. Like the lateral line they
are capable of detecting minute vibrations in the water.

MAXINE SAYS ...

• Some sharks, like the great
white, mackerel and thresher
sharks are warm blooded.
• Most sharks have 5 gills, but
some have 6, and still others
have 7 – called the seven-gill
shark.
• Sharks are smart! Our brain
to body weight ratio is
similar to some birds and
mammals.
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PURPOSE

The experiential activity helps them interpret the phenomenal
scientific facts about sharks’ sense organs.

PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity for artistic expression and to:
• have fun;
• recall information from the chapter.

• Sharks’ bodies have evolved to suit the underwater world,
which is very different from ours. How have our bodies evolved
to suit our environment? Why do we have two arms and two
legs, hair on our heads, little hair on our bodies, etc? Why do we
not have the same sharp senses that sharks do?

ACTIVITY 4.3: SOMETHING SMELLY!

DESCRIPTION: In the first part of the activity, blindfolded learners
try to locate a cloth dipped in a solution. In the next part, they try
to feel the ripples on water caused by falling objects.
Learners discuss their experiences, and compare their own senses
to that of a shark.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Blindfolds, cloth, stick, vinegar or similar;
glass dish, rice grains or similar, overhead projector (can be done
without).

ACTIVITY 4.4: COOL CARTOON – ROCK ‘N ROLL

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine and her
relatives, skates and rays, and select the correct option in the
questions related to why they have cartilaginous skeletons.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets and coloured pencils
or crayons.

Class Discussion
• What other animals have heightened senses? Why do they have
these and how do they use them? For example owls and eagles
have incredible eyesight, while cats and dogs have very good
hearing and smelling abilities.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 4.2: SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
This activity allows learners to understand what makes sharks so
different from other fish, and gives them an opportunity to:
• recall and interpret scientific information;
• appreciate the uniqueness of different animals.

This activity is an opportunity for learners to:
• apply their knowledge of the terms endoskeleton, exoskeleton
and hydrostatic skeleton;
• apply knowledge about the variety of animals found in the sea,
and their different types of skeletons;
• understand the type and purpose of their own skeleton.
The activity promotes classification skills in a fun way.

DESCRIPTION: Learners are introduced to some of Maxine’s
friends, and have to determine what type of skeleton they have.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

DESCRIPTION: Learners study the illustrations of a shark and fish,
and identify and note the internal and external differences
between the two.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets; poster or illustration
of sharks and bony fish.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 4.1: MAXINE’S FRIENDS

Chapter 4: Body Perfect

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge – Describe the
features which distinguish one thing from another.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Natural Sciences: Scientific investigations;
Life and living (senses).

CURRICULUM LINKS

Natural Sciences: constructing science knowledge (recall,
interpret); Life and living (senses, etc.)

CURRICULUM LINKS

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge (recall,
interpret). Life and living (movement).

CURRICULUM LINKS

This chapter is about the fascinating anatomy of sharks and how they differ from other fish both internally and externally. We learn about different types of skeletons, about
the unusual skeleton of sharks, and about their strange teeth. We also learn how their ordinary and extraordinary sense organs make them perfect predators.

Shark Anatomy

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 4: Body Perfect

TEACHER GUIDE

Maxine’s Friends

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Meet some of Maxine’s friends that she shares the ocean with. What type of skeletons do they have, an
endoskeleton (like hers), an exoskeleton (external), or a rather different one – a hydrostatic skeleton?

Hello, I’m Crabitha, I’m
a crab. I’ve got a hard outer
shell. What type of skeleton
do I have?
A ___________________________

Mellow Jellow’s the name. Can
you guess, I’m a jellyfish? I’m very
different from other sea creatures.
What type of skeleton do I have?

A _______________________________

They call me
Little Pony. I’m a
seahorse, but I can’t
remember what type of
skeleton I have – I think it’s
the same as yours?

It’s called a _______________________________

Answer the following questions:
What type of skeleton do you have? _____________________________________________________
What is the purpose of your skeleton? ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Write a few lines about what would happen if you woke up one morning without a skeleton!
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

✍
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Body Perfect

Activity 4.1
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Activity 4.2

Spot the difference

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Chapter Four

Refer to the illustration and list three external differences between bony fish and sharks.
Bony Fish

Sharks

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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Refer to the illustration and list three internal differences between bony fish and sharks.
Bony Fish

Sharks

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

Do you know that sharks’
hearing is so good that they
can hear the heartbeat of a
fish echoing in the water –

EEEK?!

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences

✍

Activity 4.2

Spot the difference

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Body Perfect

swim bladder

Bony fish
backbone
muscles

43
teeth
gills with cover
(operculum)
heart
intestine

stomach
scales

reproductive
organs

skin covered with
dermal denticles

Shark

backbone
of cartilage

rows of teeth
gill slits

muscles
heart
stomach
liver

claspers

✍

intestine
(with spiral valve)

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences

Activity 4.3

MIGHTY MAXINE
Something
smelly!

Teacher Instructions

Chapter Four

Explore shark senses
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If you have access to the poster accompanying this book, use it, or
refer to p22 to find and discuss the shark’s various sense organs.

Sense of smell
Sharks can
1. Tie a string to the end of a
detect
the smell
broomstick or other ‘fishing pole’
of
blood
in
the water
and attach a cloth to it (make sure
as
low
as
one
part per
the point is covered well to avoid
million – almost as if
injury).
you could smell
2. The prey (one learner, or a group of
someone
frying chops
learners) soaks the cloth in a strong10
kilometres
smelling non-toxic solution such as
(6 miles) away!
vinegar, perfume or the juice from
an orange peel.
3. The other learner/s – the predators –
blindfold themselves (ask learners to
bring a scarf to school the day before).
4. The prey then finds a spot in the classroom away from the predators and waits quietly,
holding out the pole with the smelly cloth.
5. The blindfolded predators put their fingers in their ears and attempt to find the prey only by smell –
no looking or touching!
Discuss: Was it easy or difficult to find the ‘prey’ by smell alone?

Sharks’ lateral line experiment
Try one or both of these experiments.
A. Ask learners to blow gently on the back of one of their hands. While they are blowing they should take
the index finger of their other hand and slowly wave it between their mouth (the air they are breathing
out) and the hand they are blowing on. Explain to them that the slight disturbance that they can feel is
similar to the sensation a shark feels when it detects a distant movement.
The following activity works well with an overhead projector, but can also be done without it.
B. Place a clear shallow container filled with about 3cm (1in) of water on top of an overhead projector.
Switch the projector on.
• Drop a few small objects such as a paper clip or a grain of rice into the water.
• Observe the ripples (waves) caused by the small objects in the water.
• Allow each learner to have a turn to place a finger lightly in the water. Drop more tiny objects in the
water and allow the learners to see if they can feel the tiny waves.
• Once everyone has had a chance, ask him or her if it was easy or difficult to feel the waves?

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences

Activity 4.4

Class:

Body Perfect

Name:

Cool cartoon – Rock ‘n Roll
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Colour in this cool cartoon, then circle the correct option in the sentences below.
1. Cartilage is lighter / heavier than bone.
2. Cartilage skeletons help sharks, rays and skates to not sink / to sink to the bottom of the sea.
3. Cartilage / Bone bends more easily so it helps sharks, rays and skates to move well in the water when
they chase their prey.
4. Another fish that also has a cartilaginous skeleton, and is also related to sharks is called a ratfish. Is this
True or False?
Take your cool cartoon home and put it up somewhere or share what you have learnt about sharks with
your friends and family.

✍
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Chapter Five

WEIRD AND
WONDERFUL
Shark Diversity, Ecosystems and Habitats

J

ust as there are many different types of animals in the world, so too
is there a wide diversity of sharks. Of the over 900 different types of
cartilaginous fish that have been found, over 400 are sharks. They

come in all shapes and sizes, and they live in the many different marine

ecosystems. Their diversity is influenced, and closely linked to the habitat
conditions, such as depth and temperature, which each of these
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ecosystems offers. An understanding of these concepts is therefore
important.

In all things of nature there is
something of the marvellous.

Ecosystems and Habitat

ARISTOTLE

area, along with their physical environment. Some easy to identify land

An ecosystem is the community of all the different organisms living in an
ecosystems are: vacant plots, lakes, forests, and even a gold fish bowl.
Different ecosystems offer different conditions, which create habitats
suitable for specific animals and plants to thrive in.
Like the many different types of land ecosystems, there are a
fascinating variety of marine ecosystems, which include:
Coral reefs are one of the richest marine ecosystems and are home to
over 25% of all marine life. They are found in warm, tropical conditions.
Rocky reefs are stressful ecosystems found along the shore where algae
and invertebrates anchor themselves onto the reef. Here conditions vary
with the tides, so animals and plants have adapted to different zones.
Estuaries are areas where the rivers meet the sea, and where animals and
plants have adapted to the changing salinity (level of salt) brought about
by changing tides and freshwater inflows from upstream. They are
important nurseries for numerous marine fishes.
Kelp forests are found in colder waters. They provide shelter for a wide
variety of animals and are rich in nutrients brought in by upwelling of
cool waters.
Demersal ecosystems are found in the depths of the open ocean where
animals have adapted to generally cold, calm and dark conditions.
Because light levels are low, there are no plants, which need light for
photosynthesis.

GEOFF SPIBY

Kelp forests create a unique ecosystem by
breaking the force of waves and providing
sheltered habitats for many animals that also
rely on them for food.

Pelagic zone is the upper layer of the ocean in which life has adapted to
drifting, floating or swimming.

Core Knowledge
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GEOFF SPIBY

Shark Habitats
There is nowhere in the world’s oceans, except perhaps for the heavily
polluted or over-fished regions, where sharks cannot be found. They

Great white sharks are threatened
worldwide. Public misunderstanding
has unjustly labelled them as bloodthirsty
man-eaters, but perceptions are slowly
changing.

occur from Polar Regions to the equator, and at all depths, from the
surface and the seashore to the deepest depths of the ocean. They are
even found in rivers: the bull shark, or Zambezi shark, sometimes lives in
freshwater rivers and estuaries. Let us take a look at some of the more
weird and wonderful sharks of our seas.

Great Sharks
The great white shark is a fascinating apex predator that can grow to 7m
(23ft) or more. It is known to migrate between continents, and is found in
many parts of the world. It is the most well known, and most
misunderstood of all sharks. Films such as Jaws have branded them as one
of nature’s outcasts that should be feared and hated. This, together with
irresponsible media coverage during rare shark incidents on humans,
has made people believe that all sharks are ‘man-eaters’. Firstly,
great white sharks do not favour humans, and often an
incident is the result of mistaking the person for their natural
prey. Secondly, around 95% of all sharks are harmless, like
many of those listed below (see p62).

Strange Sharks
A Hammer for a Head
Hammerhead sharks have strange hammer-shaped heads. The wide head
is actually an electro-sensing array designed to detect electrical fields
generated by buried prey – the shark sweeps its head from side to side
above the sea bottom, just like a person would do with a metal-detector.
In addition the wings of the head act as hydrofoils to boost
manoeuvrability. They can reach up to 5m (16.5ft), and some species are
found in the pelagic zone, and around coral reefs.

CHRIS FALLOWS / APEXPREDATORS.COM

Hammerhead sharks must be one of Earth’s
weirdest looking animals, but it’s all for a
very good reason, largely to scan a wide area
and locate buried prey.

Cookiecutter Shark
This shark gets its name from how it bites its prey. It only grows to about
40cm (16in), but it is a feisty little shark, known to attack big fish or
whales. It grabs its prey with its teeth, sucks in with its mouth, and then

Core Knowledge

spins around in a circle and pulls. A big round chunk of meat comes off
the prey, leaving a hole the shape of a biscuit, or cookie cutter. It lives in
the deep oceanic waters by day, glowing bright green in the dark, and
comes closer to the surface during the night to hunt.

Deep Sharks / Shallow Sharks
Eerie Greenland Shark
The Greenland shark lives in the icy cold waters of the polar Atlantic
Arctic. It catches its prey, such as seals or fish, by sucking them in. It can
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reach 6.5m (21ft) in length, and it likes the deep (demersal ecosystems) –
down to 2 195m (7 200ft). It is an eerie-looking fish: its eyes are fogged
over, like those of a dead fish, and its body is a mottled slate-grey and
white. Although slow moving, these sharks probably capture their prey by
ambushing them.
GEOFF SPIBY

The largest shark family is the catshark with
around 160 species and none are dangerous
to people. This pyjama catshark is nocturnal.

Catsharks
Catsharks are harmless and grow to around 1m (3.2ft). Some, like the
leopard catshark and pyjama catshark, are endemic to South Africa. They
are found in shallow rocky areas and in kelp forests, where they feed on
reef fish and octopus. They produce two brown egg cases known as
mermaid’s purses, which they attach to seaweed.

Big Sharks / Little Sharks
A Whale of a Shark
The whale shark is not a whale, which is a mammal, but a
shark, which is a fish. Whale sharks are found in the pelagic
zone, and they are the largest fish in the world. They can
reach up to 16m (53ft). Despite their awesome size, they are
gentle giants that pose no danger to humans. They feed on
tiny sea animals called zooplankton that drifts in the oceans,
and small fish, which they filter through their gill rakers.
A Shrimp of a Shark
At a mere 20cm (8in), the lantern shark is one of the smallest
sharks in the world and can fit into the palm of your hand.
They are called lantern sharks because they are luminescent
(glow in the dark). Because they live in the deep oceanic
waters where there is no light, this characteristic is important
for their survival. These little sharks are thought to give birth
to live young – imagine how small they must be!
Megamouth Surprise
In 1976 a USA Navy research vessel accidentally hauled in a
PETER PINNOCK/PETER.PINNOCK@ANAZI.CO.ZA

The gentle giant of the sea, the whale shark,
swims slowly but powerfully at a steady
3.7km/h (2mph), filtering the sea for food.

very strange looking shark: it had big lips and a huge mouth,

and was almost 5m (15ft) long. It was aptly named megamouth. It lives in
the ocean depths of around 200m (656ft) or more by day, coming close to

the surface at night. It is a harmless filter feeder that
swims with its big mouth open, straining the sea of
tiny crustaceans. Since it is very dark where it lives,
special light-emitting organs in its mouth are
Until 1976 no one knew such an animal existed.
This reaffirms the suspicion many scientists have: we
have not yet discovered all the strange and
wonderful creatures of our oceans, and there are
many we know nothing about.

Teeth and Prey

LESLEY ROCHAT

Although no sharks chew their food, preferring to
swallow it whole, not all of them eat the same types
of food. For this reason, different sharks have

The force of a sharks bite is not that different from that of a
person. The difference is that we have blunt teeth, opposed to
razor-sharp teeth that can do considerable damage.

different-shaped teeth, which are used to grind,
grasp or cut.
Steak Knives – Cutting
Triangular teeth such as those of the great
white shark have serrated edges, are
as sharp as steak knives, and are used for
cutting. Like many other sharks, they use their teeth
to take an enormous bite, and then thrash their
heads vigorously until they have sliced through flesh
and bone, after which they swallow the chunk
whole. They like to eat seals, bony fish and smaller
sharks and rays.

A shark’s jaw is not fused to its skull, and
many sharks can protrude their jaws
considerably. This enlarges the mouth to
aid biting large pieces from their prey.

Needles & Pins – Grasping
These needle-like, pointy teeth are used for
grasping slippery fish and squid, which are
then slurped down whole. Raggedtooth
sharks have teeth like these, hence their name.
Although they make them look ferocious, they
are actually non-aggressive sharks. They like to
eat fish, squid and small sharks and rays.
Grinding Plates
Many smooth hound sharks, skates and rays are
bottom dwellers that like to feed on crabs, crayfish
and various
molluscs. Their
teeth have
been modified for
crushing and grinding.

These flat, tile-like teeth are used for
crushing and grinding prey.
LESLEY ROCHAT

MAXINE SAYS ...

• Torpedo rays can generate
enough electrical current to
stun or kill their prey.
• The shortfin mako shark is
the fastest fish in the sea –
it can momentarily reach
speeds of over 95 km/h
(58 mph)!
• While the sawshark has
toothy plates in its mouth, it
has turned its snout into a
fearsome weapon that it
uses as a battle-axe – it
swings it into schools of fish
to stun and injure them.

Core Knowledge

possibly used to attract food.
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Chapter 5: Weird and Wonderful
PURPOSE

This activity allows learners to:
• recall and apply scientific knowledge.

ACTIVITY 5.3: WHAT SHALL I EAT?

DESCRIPTION: Learners are shown different-shaped teeth and the
animals these teeth are used to eat. They are given the names of
the species of sharks they belong to, and what they use their teeth
for. They must write these into the correct column.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

lose many of these species? Are there substitutes for any of
them?
• Humans live in many different environments (habitats) – from

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge
(recall, interpret). Life and living (habitats, diversity)

Ecosystems, habitats and diversity are important concepts. The
information required for the quiz challenges stereotypical views.

DESCRIPTION: A quiz on the diversity of sharks and their habitats.
The information is from the chapter, and the activity should be
completed as a test after working through it.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, or read out the
questions in a ‘game show’.

Class Discussion
• The diversity of animals and plants is important to humans.
Why is it important, and how do we benefit from the wide
variety of different species on Earth? What will happen if we

CURRICULUM LINKS

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 5.2: S- QUIZ

the South Pole to the hot deserts of Africa. How does the
environment we live in change the way we behave? How have
we adapted to our different environments?

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge
(recall, interpret).

CURRICULUM LINKS

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge (recall,
interpret). Life and living (habitats).

The activity helps learners to:
• link habitats (ecosystems) and behaviour;
• challenge our ‘distance’ from sharks (people are also animals);
• recall information from the chapter.

DESCRIPTION: Learners make links between people’s behaviour
(how they feed and protect themselves) and their habitats (where
they live). They then compare humans to sharks, which shows
diverse behaviour related to diverse habitat.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

CURRICULUM LINKS

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 5.1: PEOPLE ARE LIKE SHARKS?

This chapter gives an overview of the amazing diversity of sharks, and the various types of ecosystems and habitats they choose to live in.
We look at some of the most weird and wonderful sharks, and learn that different sharks have different-shaped teeth to meet their needs.
We also challenge many of the stereotype views we hold about sharks, and we learn that the majority of them are harmless to humans.

Shark Diversity, Ecosystems & Habitats

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 5: Weird and Wonderful

TEACHER GUIDE

People are like sharks?

Learner or Group name:

Class:

People are Animals too!
Sometimes we forget that, like sharks, people are animals. Humans also look different, live in different
environments (habitats), have different ways of behaving, and eat different things. Look at the pictures
below and circle the right answer:

Weird and Wonderful

Activity 5.1
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1
LESLEY ROCHAT

Picture 1.
Do the humans who live in this environment grow
their own food?
Yes / No

2
LESLEY ROCHAT

Picture 2.
What type of food do these children that live at
the seaside eat a lot of?
Cattle / Fish

3
LESLEY ROCHAT

Picture 3.
Would the humans that live in this environment
have more trouble keeping warm or cool.
Warm / Cool

Now discuss and complete the following:
In what ways are people and sharks alike? (List as many similarities as you can.)
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
In what ways are people and sharks different? (List as many differences as you can.)
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

✍
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Activity 5.2

S-Quiz

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Chapter FIve

Shark Quiz
Circle either true or false for the correct answer to the following questions about
shark diversity and habitats.
1. There are over 400 different types of sharks.

True

False

2. Rays and skates are related to sharks.

True

False

3. All sharks are dangerous to humans.

True

False

4. Sharks can only live in warm water.

True

False

5. Some sharks live in shallow water.

True

False

6. All sharks grow to 7m (23ft).

True

False

7. Some sharks that live in the deep, glow.

True

False

8. The biggest fish is the whale shark.

True

False

9. Like dolphins, whale sharks are mammals.

True

False

10. Because of their big mouths whale sharks eat people.

True

False

11. The tiniest shark is only about 20cm (8in) long.

True

False

12. Megamouth sharks are fierce and dangerous.

True

False

13. Sharks are not found in very cold water.

True

False

14. A Zambezi shark can live in freshwater.

True

False

15. Sharks are only found in one type of ecosystem.

True

False
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What shall I eat?

Name:

Class:

Sharks’ Teeth
Complete the table below by filling in the correct words.
a) Words for column (A) great white shark, raggedtooth shark or catshark.
b) Words for column (C) cutting, grinding or grasping.

(A)
Type of shark?

(B)
What this shark’s teeth
look like.

(C)
What the teeth are
used for?

(D)
What this shark likes
to eat.

Us sharks have rows of teeth that
are endlessly replaceable. Our new teeth
in the back row move forward to replace
teeth that we lose in the front row.
This means that we’re always ready
for action!

✍
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Weird and Wonderful

Activity
Activity5.3
5.2
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Core Knowledge

Chapter Six

EVERYTHING IS
CONNECTED
A Shark’s Role, Behaviour & Reproduction

T

he portrayal of sharks as bloodthirsty killing machines encourages
fear and loathing instead of offering any real understanding of
shark behaviour. Yet, once people understand the true nature of

an animal, fear is often replaced with interest, admiration and caring. In
order to understand them we first need to know which position an
animal fills in a food chain of an ecosystem, as this has a lot to do with
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the way it behaves.

The Delicate Web of Life

When one tugs at a single
thing in nature, one finds it
attached to the rest of the
world.
JOHN MUIR

All organisms in an ecosystem are connected into a complex food web. A
food web begins when energy from the sun enters the ecosystem, which
the producers, the plants on land, or the phytoplankton in the sea, use to
make food through photosynthesis. Everything eats something, and next
in line are the primary consumers or herbivores (they eat plants), like
coral or abalone that eat the producers. Secondary consumers are
carnivores (they eat meat), like sharks or moray eels that eat the primary
consumers. There are still other carnivores (top predators or apex
predators) that eat these secondary consumers (big sharks eating small
sharks, humans eating sharks and other animals). Finally, there are the
decomposers (bacteria and fungi), which are the consumers responsible

APEX PREDATOR

for recycling organic material by consuming dead organisms. This series
of organisms, each providing food for the next, is called a food chain.
Food chains on the other hand, interweave into a complex pattern
called a food web.
Apart from humans, the lower on the food chain an organism is,
the greater their number: there are uncountable numbers of

SECONDARY CONSUMERS

producers, while there are fewer primary and secondary
consumers, and even fewer top predators (apex).

The Important Role of Sharks
PRIMARY CONSUMERS

Sharks have been at the top of the food chain for millions of
years, fulfilling a vital ecological function. Being predators,
they exert important regulating effects on other species in

PRODUCERS

the ecosystem. They (1) remove sick, diseased, weak, injured
and dead animals from the sea; they (2) regulate prey
populations like seals, fish and other shark species; (3) they
maintain higher species diversity and (4) they moderate
competition amongst prey populations.
Sharks are good indicators of marine health because they keep

An ocean food chain weaves a complex food
web in which most animals eat many types of
food, and may themselves be eaten by
different types of predators. Being at the top,
sharks keep everything in balance.

everything in balance. An example of this, and of how humans distrupt
the delicate balance of the ocean, is a case in Australia: ecologists believe
that increased shark fishing may have caused the spiny lobster industry
to collapse in some areas. This is because the number of small octopi –

Core Knowledge
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which prey on the lobsters – are not kept down by the sharks that used
to eat them.
As a result of this delicate balance, if too many sharks are removed

Scuba divers at Sodwana Bay in South
Africa enjoy a close encounter with a
raggedtooth shark.

from the food chain, the predator-prey relationship that took millions of
years to evolve may collapse. The genetic and species diversity of the
ocean will thus be greatly altered and reduced. Since humans are part of
the web of life, the loss of sharks will result in a domino effect that will
undoubtely have negative impacts on us (see p72).

Shark Behaviour
MARC MONTOCCHIO / WWW.HYDRAULICPHOTO.COM

Behaviour means how something acts. Behaviour is actions we can see,
measure or monitor in some way. A shark will behave according to what
is motivating it. There are therefore different types of shark behaviour.
Some include:
Social Behaviour
Although not much is known about most sharks’ social behaviour,
scientists suspect that some sharks are mostly solitary animals, but others
are social and like to swim in groups. Although the raggedtooth shark is
often seen swimming alone, it does meet up in groups (aggregate) of
anything from 10 –100 sharks at specific locations along its migration
path. Hammerhead sharks and basking sharks, amongst others, also
aggregate in large numbers.
Hunting Behaviour
Different sharks have different hunting strategies. Some, like the
wobbegong, rely on camouflage as they lie in wait for something to
blunder by. Others, like the raggedtooth sharks and the big-eye thresher
sharks, co-operate with one another to drive schools of fish into tight
masses in order to make feeding easier. Great white sharks will suddenly
rocket to the surface in a surprise vertical attack when hunting seals. This

Raggedtooth sharks can be quite social: they
aggregate at mating grounds at Aliwal Shoal
in South Africa annually. They are also known
to feed collectively by thumping their tails to
generate pressure waves while herding fish.

often lifts the great white shark
completely out of the water in an
astonishing behaviour called
‘breaching’.

Core Knowledge

Feeding Behaviour
Regardless of whether a shark is a
filter feeder (whale shark), or a
hunter (raggedtooth shark), they are
all meat-eating predators. Contrary
to what people think, sharks do not
eat anything in their path, but have
specific diets depending on the
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species (see p49). This ranges from
CHIS FALLOWS / APEXPREDATORS.COM

Great white sharks breach out of the
water when attacking prey. Some are
known to migrate annually between
Mexico and Hawaii.

zooplankton, molluscs and

crustaceans, to other fish and even other sharks. The one partial
exception is the ultimate scavenger, the tiger shark, which eats anything
and is known as the ocean’s ‘dustbin with fins’. Some of the items that
have been found in their stomachs include: a role of chicken wire, a bag
of potatoes, trousers, a crocodile’s head, sea snakes, a raincoat, a driver’s
licence, plastic bags, and even a bag of money! Despite their sampling of
oddities they feed on a variety of marine animals.
Migratory Behaviour
Many sharks migrate long distances to mate or feed. Before Maxine was
captured she travelled 1 369km (851ml) over three months while on her
migration path (see p9).
How sharks find their way
has always been a mystery,
but recent scientific
research has confirmed
what scientists have long
believed: sharks use their
electro-sensory abilities to
detect the magnetic field
lines generated by Earth in
order to navigate where
they should go (see p39).
Defensive Behaviour
Like most other animals,
sharks will defend
themselves, usually by
biting, if they feel
PETER PINNOCK/PETER.PINNOCK@ANANZI.CO.ZA

Whale sharks are highly migratory and one
tagged shark covered 13 000km (8 078ml) in
one direction over 37 months.

threatened. Some sharks
will exhibit very distinctive

threat postures (called ‘agonistic’ behaviour) as a warning that they are
not happy. Divers have observed the telltale signals, like arching the back,
swimming around in a figure of eight, gaping its jaws, and other signs of
agitation by the shark. If these signs are ignored, the shark might get
aggressive and it is best to leave the area quickly (see p62).

Mating Behaviour
During courtship and mating, certain male sharks
become unusually aggressive, which is induced by the
release of pheromones (chemical stimulants) into the

Core Knowledge

water by the females. Little is known about how sharks
mate, but catsharks have been seen to wrap around
each other when mating. Others, like great white sharks
and raggedtooth sharks, mate violently, during which
the male bites the female. This behaviour stimulates the
female to co-operate and it allows the male to keep a
hold so that he can insert his claspers for copulation.
This does not pose any threat to the female sharks, but
they do bear the scars as proof of successful mating.
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Some female sharks have skin three times thicker than
that of the male sharks to cope with the mauling.

Reproduction
Once the sperm is tranferred, and depending on the
species of shark, one of the following reproduction
modes is adopted:
Oviparous, meaning ‘born from an egg’. Some sharks
produce eggs which develop and hatch outside the
body – 43% of sharks and rays lay eggs in purse-like
cases, called mermaid’s purses, on the sea bottom.
Example: pyjama catshark.
Ovoviviparous, in which eggs are retained
within an eggcase in the females oviduct. The

GEOFF SPIBY

The mermaid’s purse of the catshark contains
a tiny embryo that is attached to a large yolk
sac, which supplies nourishment until the
shark is fully developed.

embryos lack a placental attachment to the
oviduct. They survive on the yolk supply of
the egg until they are fully, or nearly,
developed. Example: soupfin shark.
Viviparous, in which the embryos develop in the
oviducts and are provided with nutrients from the
mother so that they are born at a relatively large
size. Example: great white shark.
Gestation (development of young) varies between
species – large sharks range from up to two years
(frilled shark), one year (great white shark), nine
months (raggedtooth shark), down to three or
four months for smaller sharks.
The number of baby sharks (pups) produced varies between species too,
but can be anything from 300 embryos (whale sharks, but of course not
all survive), to only two pups (raggedtooth shark), or even one pup (a few
deepwater gulper sharks); most live-bearing sharks have fewer than 20
young per litter. Most females of coastal live-bearing species head for
shallow bays, estuaries and mangroves to drop their pups.

MAXINE SAYS ...

• Some sharks do not
reproduce every year but
only every second or third
year (e.g. the raggies and
great white sharks). They
also mature late and are
therefore vulnerable to
overexploitation.
• The blue shark has been
known to migrate up to
3 000km (1 864ml) from
the coast of New York to
the coast of Brazil.
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Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge. Life and
living; Energy (food and food webs; ecosystems).
Social Sciences: Environmental issues: environmental
destruction, loss of biodiversity.

The food web is an important Natural Science concept,
particularly in the Senior Phase. While this activity does not
require comprehensive knowledge of the concept, it serves the
purpose of showing that sharks must be conserved as they play
an important role in the oceans.

PURPOSE

This activity is an opportunity to:
• have fun;
• express what they have learnt artistically;
• recall and apply information from the chapter;
• re-enforce the vital role sharks play in the ecosystem;
• exercise creative use of language.

were naturally low, to how humans today are disconnected
from nature and many take much more from the
environment than they really need. How can people live more
gently on Earth?

DESCRIPTION: Using their knowledge about who eats who in

the sea, learners must construct a food pyramid that includes a
shark as a top predator; then discuss what would happen if a
top predator is removed, and how this might happen.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

ACTIVITY 6.3: COOL CARTOON – BALANCING ACT

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine and her

sea friends, and write in their own words what will happen if
sharks become extinct.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets and coloured pencils
or crayons.

Class Discussion
• Discuss how ancient tribal cultures co-operated with their
environment, taking only what they needed, moving
locations to allow nature to replenish, while their populations

Chapter 6: Everything is Connected

• Discuss various kinds of human behaviour such as defensive,
leisure (travel), courting, feeding and aggressive behaviour.
How are we similar to sharks and other top predators in the
way we behave?

Languages: Writing for creative purposes.
Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge. Life and
living; Energy (food and food webs; ecosystems).

CURRICULUM LINKS

CURRICULUM LINKS

Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge. Life and
living (ecosystems).
Social Sciences: Environmental issues: environmental
destruction, loss of biodiversity.

CURRICULUM LINKS

PURPOSE

The purpose is to learn the following:
• in nature all living things are dependent upon one another;
• each plays an important role in maintaining the delicate
balance of the ocean’s ecosystem;
• what negatively impacts on one animal will have a negative
effect on all the others.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 6.2: BUILD A FOOD PYRAMID

creature. Using a ball of wool/string, the learners tie themselves
to one or more, based on real interactions between the marine
creatures, until they have a web of connections. Teacher then
calls out something that might happen to one species; as the
species (learner) is pulled from the web, the rest feel the tug
and consider the connection.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Ball of string or wool; nametags.

DESCRIPTION: Each learner identifies with a particular sea

ACTIVITY 6.1: THE WEB OF LIFE

This chapter teaches us that every animal and plant is connected in some way, each fulfilling an important role, and as top predators, sharks maintain the
delicate balance of the oceans’ ecosystem. To understand them better, we learn about shark behaviour: how they hunt, feed and defend themselves, that they may
journey long distances along particular paths (migrate), and how they mate. Finally, we look at their unique methods of reproduction.

A Shark’s Role, Behaviour and Reproduction

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 6: Everything is Connected

TEACHER GUIDE

The web of life

Teacher Instructions

To weave a web of life…
You need:
• a ball of string or wool, with which to make connections;
• nametags – piece of card or paper for each learner, with the name of a marine species on it (see list
below).
You do:
1. Each learner gets a nametag with the name of a sea creature on it, and pins or sticks it to their
chests. The writing must be clear for all to see.
2. Every 22 learners form a big circle. You can also divide the learners into smaller groups so that
there is more than one circle in the class. Each circle must do the following:
3. The first learner in each circle takes the ball and loops the start of the string around their hand, as
they call out their creature. For example: “Abalone!”
4. Teacher asks: “Who is connected to this creature in the sea? In what way?”
5. Another learner takes the ball, explains how they are connected to the first learner, and then leaves
a metre or so of the string loose before looping it around their hand. For example, Kelp is eaten by
Abalone, so Kelp is linked to Abalone by the ball of string.
6. Repeat this action until every learner is connected at least once to another. Some learners will be
connected many times (for example, Kelp is eaten by several other animals).
7. Notice the web of connections between sea creatures.
8. Teacher calls out one species that is for some reason removed from the sea.
9. The learner representing the affected species steps out of the circle, pulling their wool along until
they have to let go of it.
10. With a show of hands, indicate who else felt the pull when this one creature was removed from the
web of life.
11. Repeat this action until the web collapses.
12. Discuss: what happened when one species was removed? What happened to the web when many
species were removed? How might this happen in the real ocean world?
List of marine creatures in a food chain
Top Predators &
Carnivores that eat
other carnivores.

Secondary Consumers Primary Consumers
(carnivores)
(herbivores)

Producers
(plants)

Great white shark

Pilchard

Strawberry anemone

Seaweed

Tiger shark

Seal

Oysters

Kelp

Oceanic whitetip shark

Lobster

Mussel

Phytoplankton

Dolphin

Sea snake

Abalone

Sea bamboo

Raggedtooth shark

Penguin

Barnacles

Sea lettuce

Zambezi shark

Catshark

Cushion starfish

Wine-weed

Cookiecutter shark

Jellyfish

Sea squirts

Red ribbon

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences, Socical Sciences

Everything is Connected

Activity 6.1
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Activity 6.2

Build a food pyramid

Chapter Six

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Use your knowledge about who eats who in the sea. Build a food pyramid by writing the names of the
different species listed below (or choose your own) at the correct levels in the pyramid provided. You must
include at least one shark as a top predator.

Top predators = Carnivores that eat
other carnivores
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Secondary consumers =
Carnivores (meat eaters) that eat
herbivores.
Primary consumers = Herbivores
(plant eaters) that eat plants.

Producers = Plants

Different Species
Great white shark, plankton, coral (tip: coral is an animal, not a plant), pyjama shark, barracuda, clown
fish, seaweed, sea snail, jellyfish.
Now discuss in the group or write a brief answer to the following questions:
1. What would happen if the shark were removed from the food pyramid?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. How might this actually happen?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. What is the role of top predators in nature (also think of lions and eagles on land)?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. What is the role of sharks in the ocean?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences, Social Sciences

✍

Name:

Cool cartoon – Balancing act
Class:

Everything is Connected

Activity
Activity6.3
5.2
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Read the caption below this cartoon. Study the picture while you colour it in and then write in your own
words what you think will happen if sharks become extinct?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Natural Sciences

Chapter Seven

TERROR AND INTRIGUE

Core Knowledge

Shark Encounters and Stories

S

harks have always intrigued and terrified us. There can be nothing
more frightening than the sight of a shark’s fin swimming towards
us, or hearing someone shouting ‘SHARK!’ But as we have learnt in

Chapter 2, Shame on Us, sharks are not man-hunters, but rather people
are shark-hunters – we kill over 100 million sharks every year! In fact, at
the sight of us, if sharks could, they would all be shouting ‘PEOPLE!’

The Truth about Shark ‘Attacks’
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Sadly, sharks are one of the most misunderstood of all animals, and many
films, and the irresponsible media, have added to the poor perception

Sit down before fact like a
little child, and be prepared to
give up every preconceived
notion, follow humbly
wherever and to whatever abyss
Nature leads, or you shall
learn nothing.
THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY

people have of them. Even though many more people die from bee stings
every year than from shark bites, this does not have the same emotional
charge as a shark ‘attack’ fatality.
The truth is that sharks are not focused on eating people. If so, we
would be treated like seals, or other natural prey and bitten or killed
daily or weekly. This simply does not happen! In fact they do not even like
the taste of us – in most cases they spit us out with distaste. Besides,
sharks rarely ‘attack’ people – a shark incident often seems to be nonpredatory, which means the biting is possibly
investigatory, or even playful – the only way a
shark can explore something is by biting it.
Sometimes it might be aggressive, particularly if
the person appears to be a competitor. Other
times the shark mistakes the person for its
normal prey, or the person does something
foolish like trying to feed sharks, or someone is
bitten simply because they are in the wrong
place at the wrong time – after all the sea is
their domain not ours.

Putting Shark Bites into Perspective
CHRIS FALLOWS / APEXPREDATORS.COM

People allow fear and lack of knowledge
to cloud their perceptions after a shark
incident, and many sharks have been
mindlessly killed as a result.

There are over 400 different kinds of sharks and
less than 20% of these ever bite people. Only four species in particular
have been implicated in shark incidents: the great white shark, the tiger
shark, the bull shark and the oceanic whitetip shark.
More people in the world mean
more people in the water and thus a
bigger chance of an encounter with
a shark. Yet, when we look at the
statistics in Table 2, opposite, there is
a lot more we have to worry about
than being bitten by a shark.
It’s easy to see how a great white shark can
mistake a surfer for its normal prey, a seal or a
turtle, when seen from below.

Core Knowledge
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LEON MULLER

Table 2
Average annual death statistics
in South Africa

Average annual death statistics worldwide
• Over 200 people killed by falling

• Over 200 killed by lightning.
• Over 400 deaths by drowning.

coconuts.
• Over 600 people killed by falling off

• Over 10 000 killed by motor accidents.
• Over 20 000 murders.
• Over 370 000 deaths from AIDS (2003)

chairs.
• Over 700 people killed by faulty toasters.

Very few sharks are a
danger to humans –
Lesley Rochat, the
Save Our Seas
Foundation M-Sea
Programme director,
frequently free-dived
with Maxine and
developed a close
bond with her.

Compared to:

Compared to:

Approximately 100 shark incidents a year

Over the last 40 years only 1 fatal shark

worldwide from all species, less than 20%

incident every 2.3 years in South Africa.

of which are fatal.

Be Shark-Wise
Most people who have swum in the sea have been within 4m (13ft) of a
shark without knowing it. This reaffirms that sharks are not interested
in eating people. If sharks still worry you, then consider the following
10 TIPS to minimise the risk of a highly unlikely shark incident:
1. Obey the lifeguards and beach guards. If they alert bathers to get
out of the water, or not to go in, do as they say.
2. Observe the environment for telltale signs that predators might be
in the area, such as bird activity on the surface, lots of fish/seal
activity, intense fishing activity close to shore, and avoid swimming
at these times.
3. Swim at recognised beaches where lifeguards and medical assistance
are available if required.
4. Do not venture too far offshore – remain where you can stand. Most
incidents that occur in the Cape waters of South Africa are at the
backline of the surf-zone, or beyond.

GEOFF SPIBY

More people die in car accidents on their way
to the beach and by drowning while
swimming in the sea every year than are ever
bitten by a shark.

5. Swim with others. If one member of the group is
bitten, the other members can get that person to
shore and seek medical help.
6. Do not wear shiny jewellery. The reflected light

Core Knowledge

looks like shining fish scales.
7. Stay out of polluted, murky water.
8. Do not swim if you are bleeding. Sharks can detect
tiny amounts of blood.
ANDREW INGRAM

Maxine in the Two Oceans Aquarium with Lesley Rochat before her
release. Maxine captured the hearts of many people worldwide when
they learnt about her amazing life story.

9. Never try to touch any type of shark.
10. Avoid swimming at dawn, dusk, or at night when
some sharks are most active.
(This is not applicable to the great white shark, that
hunts at any time of the day.)
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If someone is bitten, the most important first aid
measure is to stop the bleeding.

Shark Stories
While many things change from culture to culture,
one aspect that seems to stay the same is the idea of
the ‘monster’ – a destructive entity whose only job is
to kill and/or eat humans. Sharks have often been cast
as man-eating monsters in many cultures and
GEOFF SPIBY

Maxine was sedated and then captured in a net before being removed
from the exhibit at the aquarium.

societies, including our own. Ultimately, the stories we
choose to tell about sharks encourage us to care
about them or continue to fear and hate them. The
following are stories that have done the rounds over
the years.
The legend of Kapa’aheo
In many places in the world, sharks have been thought
of as gods, or as protectors of people. One place
where people believed this to be true is Hawaii. This is
the story of the shark god, Kapa’aheo:
“Long ago, local girls enjoyed swimming in a lovely

GEOFF SPIBY

Michael Farquhar, curator of the aquarium, with Maxine in the
quarantine pool where she was kept before being taken back to
the ocean.

cove on the island of Hawaii. Sadly, often a swimmer
would disappear, never to be seen again. The people
were very afraid and wanted to learn what had
happened to these girls.
A fisherman noticed that every time a girl
disappeared, a mysterious stranger named Kapa’aheo
could be seen sitting on the shore nearby. The
fisherman became suspicious, and the next time the
girls went swimming he and his friends were on hand.
As before, the stranger was sitting on the rocks
overlooking the cove when the girls went into the
water, but then he suddenly disappeared. When that
happened the fishermen jumped in and formed a
protective ring around the young women. A shark

GEOFF SPIBY

The team check on Maxine before she leaves the aquarium for the road
trip back to Struisbaai, her original capture point.

swam toward the group and a huge fight began
between the shark and the fishermen. The fishermen
wounded the shark many times with their spears until

finally the shark swam away.
When the men swam back to shore they
found the stranger, Kapa’aheo, dying of many
fishing spears. The man died of his wounds,
and his body was transformed into a huge,
MAXINE SAYS ...

shark-shaped stone near the cliff, overlooking
the ocean”.
From Sharks & Rays, the Ultimate Guide to Underwater
Predators, edited by Leighton R. Taylor, published by Collins.

Greek take-away
In the Middle Ages, many European sailors thought
that sharks developed a taste for humans from their
own shores. Thus a shark from Greek waters
would prefer to eat Greeks, while a shark from Italian waters would
prefer to eat Italians. Of course this is pure fantasy, as most sharks would
rather have a tasty fish than a sailor of any nationality.
Finding Nemo and A Shark’s Tale
Even though there are still too many scary films about man-eating sharks,
one can see a change in attitude in the lovely cartoon movies, Finding
Nemo and A Shark’s Tale. In these films sharks are depicted as nice

• Physiologists suggest the
exaggerated reaction to
shark ‘attacks’ is
connected to humans’
distant past when their
ancestors were threatened
by all sorts of predators.
• Sharks are the lions of the
sea – the ‘top dogs’ of the
marine world, so swimming
in the sea is no different
from walking in a game park.
There are risks attached to
being amongst the world’s
greatest predators, but the
chances of being bitten
remain extremely low.

animals that either do not eat fish, or are trying to give up eating them!
Although this is silly, since sharks are certainly carnivores, it is a nice
change from bloody water and screaming swimmers.
Maxine’s Journey and A Shark’s Odyssey
Another story that puts sharks in a positive light for a change is Maxine’s
story. The difference is that unlike the others, it is a true story. Maxine’s
Journey and A Shark’s Odyssey are the names of documentary films
produced about her unique life story. Through sharing Maxine’s story in
books like this one, as well as in films, Maxine has contributed greatly to
improving people’s perceptions about sharks. Maxine and her story are
likely to be remembered for many years to come.

GEOFF SPIBY

Dr Malcolm Smale of the Port Elizabeth
Museum tagged Maxine, then the aquarium
staff helped her into the sea while the film
crew captured every moment on film.

After nine years in captivity Maxine’s first
moments back home! Four months later her
satellite tag surfaced 298km (185ml) east of
her release point. Maxine was successfully
following her migration path.
GEOFF SPIBY

Core Knowledge

wounds that looked like those made by
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Chapter 7: Terror and Intrigue
PURPOSE

This quiz:
• challenges stereotypical views;
• encourages and tests the recall of information from the chapter.

PURPOSE

This activity offers and opportunity to:
• develop language skills (listening and/or reading);
• consider a point of view in a story;
• consider issues from another point of view – including that of
sharks!

PURPOSE

The activity helps them understand the following:
• diversity and similarities in the values people have held towards
animals over time;
• the importance of positive values.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 7.2: SHARK SMARTS - QUIZ

DESCRIPTION: A quiz on how to prevent the unlikely event of a
shark incident (attack).
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, or read out the
questions in a ‘game show’.

ACTIVITY 7.3: BECKY’S STORY

DESCRIPTION: This activity presents learners with an unusual story
because it has been written from a shark’s point of view. They must
read (or listen to) the story and then consider whether it has made
them think differently about sharks.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets, or read story and
dictate questions.

ACTIVITY 7.4: ANIMAL STORY

DESCRIPTION: Learners must each find and share an animal story,
if possible, from their culture. Collectively they then discuss the
values towards animals portrayed in these stories.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets or dictate the
question.

ACTIVITY 7.5: COOL CARTOON – ATTACK FACTS!

Class Discussion
• Find out about someone in your country that has been bitten by a shark and survived the incident.
How has this person’s life changed as a result? It what way has the change been negative? In what
way has it been positive?

Natural Sciences: Constructing Science Knowledge – Interpret
information. Life and living.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Life Orientation: Social Development – Comment on moral
lessons from the narratives of a range of cultural groups.
Languages: Additional language: Listening – Understand stories.
Home language: Reading and viewing – Identify and discuss
environmental, cultural and social values in texts.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Additional language: Listening – Understand stories.
Home language: Reading – Show understanding of text, identify
and discuss cultural and social values in text.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Life Orientation: Safety measures in and around water.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Additional language: Reading – Read media texts;
read and respond to social texts.
Home language: Reading; Thinking and Reasoning – Read and
respond critically; discuss techniques used to construct particular
views; use language to express opinions.
Natural Sciences: Constructing science knowledge (interpret).

CURRICULUM LINKS

• Do dragons, sea monsters, werewolves, ghosts, goblins and gremlins exist? How do our fears
influence our actions? How have our ideas about monsters changed through time, and what do we
fear now instead? Are our fears about sharks founded or are there other things we should fear more?

This activity is an opportunity to:
• have fun;
• express what they have learnt artistically;
• recall information from the chapter.

The purpose is for learners to:
• develop critical reading skills;
• apply scientific knowledge about sharks;
• identify and discuss environmental, cultural and social values in
texts;
• develop a balanced argument.

DESCRIPTION: Learners must analyse a sensationalist newspaper
headline on shark attacks, to say whether they agree or not. They
must back up their own opinions with facts.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets.

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine teaching
sea ‘children’ about shark bite statistics and answer related
questions.
RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets and coloured pencils
or crayons.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 7.1: READ ALL ABOUT IT!

This chapter looks at the way we view sharks. It examines the myths about shark ‘attacks’ and puts them into perspective. We also learn that various cultures have had myths
about sharks through the ages, and many stories – ancient and modern – present sharks as monsters. With a better understanding of sharks, and through sharing positive
stories about them, like Maxine’s story, we can help to change attitudes towards sharks.

Shark Encounters and Stories

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 7: Terror and Intrigue

TEACHER GUIDE

Read all about it!

Learner or Group name:

Class:

The following is an actual headline from a Cape Town newspaper in November 2004:

Surfers Prime Target of Sharks

Terror and Intrigue

Activity 7.1

1. What does this headline mean?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you agree with this headline? Why do you say that?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Why do you think the newspaper chose this headline?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. Given what you know about sharks, what headline would you have written?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
5. Do you think we should believe everything
we read in newspapers and magazines?
Why do you say that?
__________________________________________

Did you
know that
more people die
from dog bites
every year than
from shark
bites?

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Natural Sciences
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Activity 7.2

Shark smarts – Quiz

Chapter Seven

Learner or Group name:
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Class:

More people drown while swimming in the sea every year than are bitten by sharks, but to avoid the
unlikely event of being bitten by a shark see if you know whether the following are True or False by circling
the right one:
1. You should only swim at recognised beaches where other people are.

True

False

2. Always swim where the water is dirty so sharks can’t see you.

True

False

3. Don’t swim too far offshore. Preferably remain where you can stand.

True

False

4. Don’t worry if you are bleeding – sharks can’t detect tiny amounts of blood.

True

False

5. You can touch most sharks.

True

False

6. Swimming at dawn, dusk or at night is good because sharks are sleepy.

True

False

7. Sharks don’t like to eat people – they don’t like the taste of us.

True

False

8. Sharks rarely bite people, and when they do it is often a mistake.

True

False

9. If a shark bites a human it should be killed.

True

False

10. There are over 400 different kinds of sharks and less than 20% bite people.

True

False

11. All sharks are a danger to humans.

True

False

12. Even if you are alerted that there is a shark in the water it is OK
to stay in the water.

True

False

13. Never obey lifeguards; they don’t know what they are doing.

True

False

14. More people die from bee stings every year than from shark bites.

True

False

15. More people die from lighting strikes every year than from shark bites.

True

False

I am a jellyfish, and I,
along with some of my sea friends, Blue
Bottle and Sea Urchin can hurt you,
so please be careful of them
if you see them.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Life Orientation

✍

Becky’s story

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Maxine is having a sleepover for all her friends. They are telling scary stories for fun!
One of the stories they are telling is about a terrible alien monster. Let’s listen…

Once upon a time there was a terrible monster named…

O

nce upon a time there was a really nice shark named Becky. Becky grew up in the Middle Sea. She
spent all of her time swimming and eating squid and nice fish, and hanging out with her friends and
family. Then one day she was minding her own business when a ship came past. The next thing she knew,
an alien thing with two arms and two legs fell into the water! It was thrashing around and making all kinds
of terrible noises, and it smelled AWFUL! It was scaring the fish, and frankly, scaring Becky.
Thinking it was a new kind of smelly seal, Becky nudged it with her nose, and the thing poked her in the
eye! Becky was so surprised that she opened her mouth just as a wave washed the thing towards her –
GULP – the next thing she knew, she had accidentally swallowed it whole, whatever it was. Eeyuck!
The next few days were a nightmare for Becky. The alien thing was living inside her! She couldn’t eat
because it was clogging up her tummy! She couldn’t sleep because it was flapping and scratching around
her insides, trying to tear its way out. IT WAS TERRIBLE!
Becky went to the doctor. “Can you get this terrible thing out of me?” she pleaded.
The doctor made all kinds of notes. She peered in here and prodded there and then shook her head.
“I’m sorry, I’m afraid there’s nothing I can do,” said the doctor sadly.
Becky went to the chemist. “Can you get this terrible thing out of me?” she pleaded.
The chemist made all kinds of notes and gave her this tablet and that pill, then shook his head. “I’m sorry,
I’m afraid there’s nothing I can do,” said the chemist sadly.
Finally Becky went to her grandmother. “Can you get this terrible thing out of me?” she pleaded. Her
grandmother made up a home remedy out of octopus ink and jellyfish feet, and made Becky drink it. For a
while nothing happened. But then…
“Burp! Er … Ooooh. I feel … sick!” said Becky at last, turning a rather ugly shade of green. “Good!” said her
grandmother, “but please get out of my parlour now!”
Becky swam and swam until she was far away from her grandmother’s parlour. She didn’t realise she was
so close to the shore, but by then it was too late and … ERPS! Becky tossed her cookies. Out came the
terrible alien creature! It was awful and stinky as before, but you should have seen it after five days in
Becky’s tummy – it looked quite disgusting as it quickly swam to shore! But Becky felt much better and with
a final “PATOOI!” she spat out the last little taste of the awful thing and turned around and went home.
THE END

Now answer the following questions on a separate piece of paper.
1. What happened to Becky? Explain briefly in your own words.
2. What kind of ‘scary monsters’ might a shark mother tell her children to be afraid of?
3. If you were a shark, what three things might scare you the most?

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages

Terror and Intrigue

Activity 7.3
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Activity 7.4

Animal stories

Teacher Instructions

Chapter Seven

Teacher, get the learners to do the following:
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• Each learner must find an animal story (from home, their community, TV, books, etc).
• They should try to find out from which culture(s) the story comes. It could be South African or another
culture.
• Learners tell their stories in the classroom (if the oral presentations of the stories are for assessment,
each learner must have an opportunity to tell a story; otherwise select as many different stories as you
have time for).
• At the end of each story, learners should identify the values (attitudes towards animals) that may be
portrayed in these stories.

At the end of the lesson, have a discussion on the following:
• List the different kinds of values people can have towards animals.
• Discuss different values towards different kinds of animals (e.g. dogs and sharks).
• Discuss different values in stories from different cultures (optional).
• Discuss similar values in stories from different cultures (optional).

LESLEY ROCHAT

A young Bedouin boy and his donkey are very close.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Life Orientation, Languages

LESLEY ROCHAT

Man’s best friend – there are many different
stories about dogs depicting this belief.

Name:

Cool cartoon – Attack facts
Class:

Terror and Intrigue

Activity 7.5
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While you colour this in look at the examples of human deaths per year in South Africa that Maxine has
written on the board. Then complete the following:
1. Every year 200 people die from __________________________________________________________
2. Every year 100 people die from ___________________________________________________________
3. Every year not even one person dies from __________________________________________________
4. The little shark in the class is asking who is counting how many sharks people are eating every year.
He is saying this because _______________________ million sharks are killed by people every year.
Take your cool cartoon home and share these statistics with your friends and family.

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Natural Sciences

Chapter Eight

TIME TO CARE

Core Knowledge

Conservation

C

onservation is described as the wise use of Earth’s resources in such
a way that they will be able to support, or sustain, all life for
generations ahead. Conservation is practised in different ways in

different situations. It can involve protecting ecosystems, endangered or
threatened species, to re-cycling waste, reducing waste and decreasing
use. The survival of the human race is dependent upon the conservation
of natural resources, and our ability to live harmoniously with one
another and with nature.
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The Way It Is

Nobody makes a greater
mistake than he who did
nothing because he could do
a little.

Conservation is closely linked to the sustainable use of natural resources.

EDMUND BLAKE

sustainable. This is because we are polluting our planet and damaging, or

As we learnt in Chapter 2: Shame on Us, if we use the world’s natural
resources in a sustainable way we will have enough to meet our needs in
the future. Unfortunately, the way we are presently living is not
depleting, its natural resources such as soil, water, air, timber, minerals,
different species, etc., at an alarming rate (see p16).

Why Conserve the Ocean and its Sharks?
Everything on Earth is interconnected: ecosystems do not have clear
boundaries as elements from one ecosystem move to another. How we
negatively affect one ecosystem will
therefore have an impact on another
ecosystem (possibly in a very different part
of the world). For this reason there is a very
close relationship between the land and
the sea (see p54). Over 70% of Earth’s
surface is covered by sea – it governs
weather and climate, and stabilises
temperatures. The moisture that falls back
on land and fills up Earth’s rivers, lakes and
streams – our precious fresh-water sources
– comes from the sea. We depend upon the
ocean to breathe – it generates oxygen and
absorbs carbon dioxide.
Not only is the sea our life support system,
but it also provides millions of people with
LESLEY ROCHAT

This raggie pup that was caught by an
angler and left to die never had a chance
to reproduce. Millions of other juvenile
sharks and fish are landed annually
worldwide. Clearly, once all the juveniles
have been hunted, there will be no
future generations.

food. ’There are plenty more fish in the sea’

is a phrase that may well puzzle future generations. It is not true now, and
if nothing is done to stop the depletion, it certainly will not be true in years
to come. The reality is harsh, but true: unless we find ways to conserve the
ocean’s resources, we will run out of many of them in the years ahead, and
the survival of millions of people, as well as animals and plants, will be
threatened.

Core Knowledge
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DAVID RICHARDSON

A ‘shark protest’ organised by the

Since sharks play such a vital role in maintaining the biodiversity
(scientists call them keystone predators) and delicate balance of the
oceans’ ecosystems, we cannot do without them. Sharks, for example,
help control populations of other predators, and if sharks are removed

Save Our Seas Foundation M-Sea
Programme, in order to create
awareness about the plight of
sharks worldwide in a fun and
compelling way.

from the ocean, these predators will increase. They will in turn cause the
reduction of other important species of fish further down the food chain.
Since these are fish we depend upon, there will be less for us.

Make a Difference
Mighty Maxine, the Shark Ambassador
We can all make a difference – even a special shark can! By using Maxine,
a non-aggressive shark, as the icon for the Save Our Seas Foundation
Maxine, Science, Education and
Awareness Programme, we are helping to
promote awareness and education about
the plight of sharks worldwide. In so
doing, Maxine is helping towards the
conservation of our sharks.
You can make a difference
We cannot wait for legislation to change
things; by then it might be too late. The
future survival of our sharks and the
oceans lies in our hands today. Each one
of us needs to take action. Regardless of
how big the problem is, it is wrong to
think that our contribution will not make
a difference – it will, no matter how
small! We can start making a contribution today – in
our homes, at work, in our schools and communities.

COUR TESY UNEP

This is what every beach in the world could look like in the not so distant
future if nothing changes in the way we live.

Help Save our Sharks
• Do not buy shark souvenirs: Unless you know the teeth have been
found on the beach, do not buy shark tooth necklaces, or any other
shark products.

Core Knowledge

• Avoid eating sharks: Do not eat in restaurants that serve shark fin soup
or shark meat, and do not buy these products.
• Be aware of shark laws: If you see people/fishermen doing things
against the law then report them.
• Avoid shark medicine: A single shark cartilage factory in Costa Rica
reportedly turns more than 2,8 million sharks a year into cartilage pills.
• Educate yourself: Do not perpetuate the myths about sharks.
• Support aquariums: Some aquariums, like the Two Oceans Aquarium in
LESLEY ROCHAT
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A scientist measures a catshark before
releasing it as part of his studies, which will
ultimately assist in understanding sharks
better and help in their conservation.

South Africa, carry out research to learn the behaviour of sharks and
help them survive.
• Share this information with others: The more people that know about
sharks, the better chance they will have for long-term survival.

You Have a Right – Take Action!
A very effective environmental action for teachers and their learners is to
write a letter to a public official to express opinions about an issue of
concern. Do not be afraid to speak up – officials have reported that the
letters they have received from concerned citizens have often influenced
the outcome of a proposed legislation. This also applies to letters people
have written to directors of commercial companies whose business
practices they have been unhappy about.
Whether it is a governmental issue, or a private business issue that you
are concerned about, remember the following: generally governments
LESLEY ROCHAT

Anglers who tag and release animals they
catch during competitions contribute towards
scientific research and the conservation of
animals.

want to keep their people (voters) happy so that those in power can stay
in power, while businesses want people to continue to buy their products
or services in order to stay in business.

Guidelines for Taking Action
1. Identify the Problem: e.g. shark finning is a barbaric practice that must
be stopped; longlines and gill nets kill everything that gets caught in
them.
2. Identify the Culprits: e.g. commercial fishing industry; polluters of the
ocean; businesses that buy and sell shark
products.
3. Identify Possible Remedies: e.g. improve
management; change indiscriminate fishing
methods.
4. Confront the Culprits: In order to get a
government or business to act on an issue
they must understand that people are
unhappy and want to see a change. The
change must be plainly stated and the

Since we are merely strands in the great web of life, each one
of us, no matter where in the world we are, can help save
coral reefs, which are under major threat of becoming extinct.
LESLEY ROCHAT

desired action made clear through
direct or indirect communication:
• Direct communication is via
letters, petitions, emails,

Core Knowledge

telephone calls.
• Indirect communication is via
the media (newspapers,
magazines, TV, radio) and
public protests.
5. Apply Pressure: e.g. Internet
protest campaign; circulate paper
petitions; hold ‘demonstrations’;
ask for help from established
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conservation organisations; stage
publicity events; involve the media.

CHARLES GRIFFITHS

In the End…
The list of vanishing species grows
longer every day. Each one may be vital to our future, and each one,

Children represent not only future
voters, but also future buyers. Given the
right leadership and guidance, children
can institute massive, positive changes in
both government and business policy.

including sharks, has a right to life, no less than ours. There is urgency for
us to change our thinking in order to save our planet’s resources. Our
survival hinges on this. The question of
whether we should bother doing anything is
now reversed: can we afford not to? What
we do is not that important, but rather that
we do something. Individuals can help solve
environmental problems by actions that are
effective and cost them little.
MAXINE SAYS ...

As parents and educators it is our
responsibility to set the right examples as we
begin to live consciously, doing whatever we can
to help. Then the message we give to our
children is one of encouragement, and
empowerment, to embrace their role as
ambassadors of the world’s natural resources.
Knowledge paves the way for change and our
children are our future.

• Unrelenting fishing pressure
has decimated 90% of the
world’s stock of tuna, marlin,
swordfish and sharks,
according to a 10-year
research study by fisheries
biologist, Ransom Myers. He
says: ‘We are in massive
denial … we have to
understand how close to
extinction some of these
populations really are. And
we must act now.’

Each animal, no matter how small,
has the right to life, no less than
ours. Just as we are capable of
destroying them, so too can we save
them – it’s our choice.
LESLEY ROCHAT
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Learners present what they have learnt from this book in a work of
art. It is an opportunity to:
• express what they have learnt creatively;
• consolidate and highlight an understanding of the serious
plight of sharks worldwide.

DESCRIPTION: The class participates in an art competition with the
theme ‘Sharks In Deep Trouble’. Entries are sent to AOCA who will
select a first, second and third prize, and award them accordingly.
This activity should be introduced once learners have a good grasp
of the threats to sharks.

Chapter 7: Time to Care
The activity requires them to apply their learning and show their
values.

RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets; contact details.

letter to someone in a responsible position. Teachers may also
choose to let them write without a pro forma. Learners can write
for practice or to take action, in which case they will mail the letter.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 8.3 TAKE A LETTER

DESCRIPTION: Learners are given a suggested format to write a

blank paper and any creative application: paint, crayon, ink, etc.

RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheet or dictate details; A3

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 8.2: DEEP TROUBLE

RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets or dictate question.

The activity is a means to taking action, and is suitable for
concluding a series of lessons and leaving learners with a sense of
achievement and commitment.

DESCRIPTION: This activity should be introduced once learners
have a good grasp of the threats to sharks (or other marine
animals), and what people can do to protect them. The idea is that
learners present what they have learnt in the form of a poster,
song or a dramatic play, to communicate with others in order to
raise awareness of the problem and encourage action.

See Activity 3.2 (p34) for a list of threatened animals.
See Chapter 2 (p16) for threats to the oceans.

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 8.1: ACTIVE ARTISTS

Languages: Home Language -– Writing: write different kinds of
texts for different purposes and audiences.
Life Orientation: Health Promotion. Participate in a problemsolving activity to address an environmental health issue. Personal
Development – Demonstrate compassion by caring for people
and animals. Describe and select a range of problem-solving skills
for different contexts.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Note: Teacher to please contact AOCA to let us know to expect
your class entries. See contact details on p79.

Arts and Culture: Expressing and communicating.
Life Orientation: Personal Development – demonstrate
compassion by caring for people and animals.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Arts and Culture: Expressing and communicating. Dramatise
environmental issues through the use of different drama
techniques.
Participating and collaborating: Select a project, plan it in a
group and take the necessary action.
Life Orientation: Health Promotion. Participate in a problemsolving activity to address an environmental health issue. Personal
Development – demonstrate compassion by caring for people and
animals. Describe and select a range of problem-solving skills for
different contexts.

CURRICULUM LINKS

This final chapter stresses the importance of protecting our environment, in particular our sharks and our oceans. We learn that we can all make a difference, and
that in fact we have no choice if we are to ensure the survival of Earth’s natural resources, and even our own. We learn that we have a right to express our disapproval of
how these natural resources are used or abused. By empowering ourselves, and our children, we can save our planet as we develop a culture of care and conservation.
The activities that conclude this book suggest ways to make a difference.

Conservation

TEACHER GUIDE
TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 7: Time to Care

TEACHER GUIDE

This activity is an opportunity for learners to:
• learn about ways they can help save sharks;
• have fun;
• express what they have learnt artistically.

DESCRIPTION: Learners colour in the cartoon of Maxine and her
shark friends who are protesting for their rights, and learn of the
ways they can help save sharks. They must write a line for a protest
board of no more than six words.

Class Discussion
• Ecologist Lee Talbot has said: “We haven’t inherited the Earth
from our parents. We’ve borrowed it from our children”. What
does this statement mean? Do the learners agree with it or not?
Why?

• Poverty and overpopulation in developing countries are the
two main threats to wildlife. There is no hope for wildlife while
expanding populations are struggling to grow food and find
firewood from ever-decreasing resources. How can pressure from
people who are aware of the problems help change the priorities

Sheet A: Save Our Seas and Sheet B: Golden Rules
Sheet A consist of 10 ways learners can make a difference, while Sheet B supports this with golden rules to
remember when buying or collecting seafood in South Africa. For South African learners both sheets should
be copied and handed out to take home. For foreign learners only Sheet A is copied. Contact details are
provided at the back of the book to obtain similar information in their country as that provided in Sheet B.

of governments? If it does not directly affect us, why should we
bother doing anything? Does it indirectly affect us?

Languages: Writing for creative purposes; Thinking and
Reasoning.

T E A C H E R G U I D E (continued)

Chapter 7: Time to Care

SHEET A AND SHEET B:

worksheets.

RESOURCES REQUIRED: Coloured pencils or crayons; copied

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 8.5 COOL CARTOON – SHARK PROTEST

sources of information, e.g. books, websites. See list p86.

CURRICULUM LINKS

Languages: Thinking and reasoning. (Home language: Use
language to think and reason; to think creatively.)
EMS (Economics): History of economic development, effect of
management of resources in communities; tourism; links between
different kinds of environments; needs and how they are
satisfied; patterns of consumption in self-sufficient and modern
societies.
Technology: How indigenous cultures have used scientific
processes or technological products; similarities in problems and
solutions in own and other societies, past, present and future;
advantages and disadvantages of a technological solution to
people and environment.
Social Sciences (Geography): Development and environmental
issues – environmental destruction, case studies of positive
developments.

They should make reference to aspects relevant to the Social
Sciences, Economics and Technology (see Curriculum Links for ideas
on how to guide them). The activity is an opportunity to develop:
• language skills;
• enquiry skills;
• essay writing skills;
• an understanding of how and why things change.

DESCRIPTION: Learners research and write an essay on a positive
change, which has taken place over time in relation to the marine
environment.

RESOURCES REQUIRED: Copied worksheets or dictate the details;

CURRICULUM LINKS

PURPOSE

ACTIVITY 8.4: ALL ABOUT CHANGE

TEACHER GUIDE

Chapter 7: Time to Care

TEACHER GUIDE
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Activity 8.1

Active artists

Learner or Group name:

Class:

Time to Care

Take Action with a Poster, Play or Song

78

You have learnt much about sharks that suffer cruelty at the hands of humans, and many may even be in
danger of becoming extinct. People who care about animals and the environment can make a difference.
One way is to put your artistic talents to work and produce something to let others know about the problem.
The more people know about the plight of animals, the better the chance we have of saving them.

What to do:
1. In this activity you will produce a play (drama), a poster or a song about the threats to the animals in
the sea. Your teacher will guide you on which item to produce.
2. Work in a group. With your teacher’s help, decide on a sea animal to focus on.
3. Now discuss the threats to these animals. List them. Threats may include pollution from the land,
pollution from harbours and boats, oil spills, overfishing, nets, global warming, habitat loss, and any
others you have learnt about.
4. Go through your list of threats. For each threat, make a mind map in which you write down the effects
of this threat, the causes, and what can be done about it. Ask your teacher to check that you are on the
right track.

Now use the brainstorming that you’ve done to produce one of the following:
• a play (drama) with different characters, which shows the audience what the threats to marine
animals are, where these threats come from, and what to do about them;
OR
• a song which captures (not in any specific order) what the threats to marine animals are, where these
threats come from, and what we can do about them;
OR
• a poster with a message (in a combination of words and pictures) about
the threats to marine animals, where these threats come from, and what to
do about them.
Ask your teacher to help you to present your play or song to an audience,
maybe to your class or even to your school. If you have done a poster, display
it somewhere where you can get the message across.
Expanded Opportunities
For individual work in the Languages, learners can write a poem following
the same process.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Arts & Culture, Life Orientation, Languages (optional)

✍

Activity 8.2

Deep trouble!

Name:

Class:

You and your classmates are invited to take part in an art competition with the theme Sharks in Deep
Trouble. Once we receive the entries from your class, we will select a first, second and third winner, who
will each receive a prize accordingly. Winners will be announced on the SeaSmart Kidz link on the AOCA
website. Pictures will be judged according to artistic interpretation of the threats that sharks face.
You will need:
•
•
•
•

1 blank piece of paper, size A3.
Any type of medium: paint, crayons, pencil crayons, ink, pastels, etc.
An understanding of the threats that sharks face.
Loads of imagination and creativity to express these problems.

Reasons why sharks are in deep trouble that will help spark your creativity:
1. Finnng: 100 million sharks are killed every year, mostly for their fins. Finning involves hacking the fins off
live sharks and then throwing the poor animals back into the sea to die a slow and painful death.
2. Overfishing: Fishers are responsible for killing millions of sharks every year. Some vessels trail
160 kilometre (100 mile) long lines with 2 500 hooks attached.
3. Fishers: Some fishers who catch sharks and do not want to keep them, kill them for no reason rather
than letting them go. They leave them out of the water to die, cut their heads off, or simply bash them
to death.
4 Shark nets: Thousands of innocent animals, including sharks are killed every year by shark nets, which
are set at popular beaches to protect bathers from a very unlikely encounter with a shark.
5. Habitat loss: Marine pollution together with coastal development and global warming are destroying
delicate ecosystems such as estuaries, where many sharks give birth to their pups. Beautiful coral reefs,
which are the home to many sharks, are also being destroyed.

Send your entries to:
AfriOceans Conservation Alliance
Art Competition
P.O. Box 22436
Fish Hoek
South Africa
7974
Contact us on: +27 (0) 21 - 782 7590
Or email us: info@aoca.org.za
Website: www.aoca.org.za

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Arts & Culture, Life Orientation

Time to Care

Art Competition
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Activity 8.3

Take a letter

Name:

Class:

Chapter Eight

Take Action with a Letter

80

A personal letter is a very good way to communicate with people. To write a letter that will make a
difference you can follow this example, but include your own details and feelings. After you have copied
this sample letter, feel free to write one on your own. Don’t be afraid to go right to the top! The President
is there to listen to YOU!

Name of person you are writing to
(addressee)
Title of addressee
Company or department
Street or post office address
City, country, postal code

Your address on this side of the pag
e

Date:

Dear ________________________

, (be sure to include the person’s title

, such as Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr)

My name is _____________________

__________ , and I am _______ yea

rs old. I am writing to you
__________________ and
______________________________
______________________________
______________________.
I would like to see change made in
the way ________________________
______________________
is /are being done, because ______
______________________________
______________________.
because I am very concerned about

______________________________

I know that in your capacity as ___
______________________________
_ , you are in a position to do
something about my concerns. Plea
se let me know what you are doing
or will do about
______________________________
______________________________
______________________.
I look forward to your reply.
Thank you for your attention in look
ing

into this matter.

Respectfully yours, (or Yours faithfully
,)
Your name _____________________

__________________.

Note: To find contact details for the government department or business you wish to send your
letter to, you can look in your telephone directory, contact your local post office, or your city or town
information centre, or search the Internet. You can mail, fax or email your letter.

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Life Orientation

✍

Activity 8.4

All About Change

Name:

Class:

Report on one of the following topics:
• Compare the history of whaling and whale watching.
• Assess the impact on the environment of the modern commercial fishing industry compared to
traditional fishing methods.
• How have attitudes to sun tanning changed and why?
• How have attitudes towards sharks changed and why?
• Discuss marine pollution before and after the invention of plastics and their use in marine equipment
such as boats, ropes, sails and nets.
What to do:
1. Find out as much as you can about your chosen topic. Use at least two different sources of information,
for example, books from the library, documentary films, conservation organisations or government
departments, or information from the Internet (if you have access to the Internet then ask your teacher
for the website addresses provided at the back of this book, or do a search yourself and see what you
can find).
2. Write your report: reports can be written or verbal; your teacher will advise you on the options and
length.

Acknowledgement:
These topics are from the People and The Coast poster produced by Marine and Coastal Management,
Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, Cape Town, as part of the Coast Care Fact Sheets.

✍

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages, Technology, Economics, Social Sciences

Time to Care

All About Change
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Activity 8.5

Cool cartoon – Shark protest!
Class:

Time to Care

Name:
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Help Save our Sharks!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not buy shark souvenirs: Do not buy shark teeth necklaces or any other shark products.
Avoid eating sharks: Do not eat shark fin soup or shark meat.
Write a letter: If you do not agree with something, have your say!
Be aware of shark laws: Report on people/companies who break the law.
Avoid shark medicine: Do not use medication that is made from shark products.
Educate yourself: Learn more about sharks, read, search the Internet and find out more.
Share what you know: The more people you tell, the better chance sharks will have.

Pretend you are going to join Maxine’s protest and use only 6 words to write your own protest board.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

CURRICULUM LINKS: Languages

✍

Sheet A

Save our seas

Name:

Class:

(Note: Sheet B to be copied and handed out with Sheet A)
We can all make a difference and make our world a better place. Here is a list of 10 things you can do,
starting at home, that will help save our seas. Share it with your family and encourage them to start a
Save Our Seas project from home.
1. Know your seafood dining. When your parents buy fish, help them to make the best choices possible
to avoid eating fish that are threatened (see the Golden Rule list for South African fish, and see the
website links at the back of the book for obtaining other lists in other countries).
2. Do not kill but release – If you catch fish recreationally, or know someone who does, share the list of
fish they must not catch, or should release should they catch them (see those marked with *). And
remember return the sharks to the sea too!
3. Do not dispose of toxic waste or used motor oil in drains as they end up in rivers and then in the sea.
Used motor oil can be handed in for recycling at your nearest garage.
4. Be alert and report any sign of marine pollution, poaching, catching of threatened marine life (those
with a * in Golden Rule list), or catches exceeding bag limits, to the appropriate governmental
department (for South Africans contact Marine and Coastal Management, Private Bag X2, Roggebaai,
8012; Phone: (021) 402 3911 / Fax: (021) 402 3364)
5. Do not collect plastic – when shopping take your own re-usable packets or a basket to avoid taking
home more plastic bags. Ask your supermarket to take back used plastic bags.
6. Do not litter – do not litter when you go to the beach, take your rubbish home or find a rubbish bin.
7. Pick up litter on the beach, even if it is not yours, especially plastic bags and box wrappers that can
get caught around animals’ necks and eventually kill them.
8. Conserve freshwater: do not leave taps running or dripping unnecessarily – even when brushing your
teeth! Consider using your bath water for washing clothes, watering the garden, etc. If there are water
restrictions in your area, obey them.
9. Become a volunteer for a
conservation-focused
organisation or company. Often
organisations that focus on
conservation issues lack funds,
but are in need of help to get the
work done. Find one close to you
and offer some of your spare
time.
10. Or become a Friend of Maxine –
go to the AOCA website
www.aoca.org.za and the
SeaSmart Kidz link and become
a club member. You will be kept
up to date with all the latest
ocean news and much more.
What you learn you can share
with others.

✍

Time to Care

10 Ways You Can Make a Difference!
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Sheet B

Golden rules

Name:

Class:

Chapter Eight

Golden Rules to remember when buying or collecting seafood in South Africa

84

(Copy this list and distribute to your learners along with Sheet A)
1. According to South African law any person wishing to engage in any form of fishing should be in
possession of the appropriate permit.
2. Some species of fish are designated as recreational species only – these are species that are unable
to withstand the pressures of commercial fishing and are often important as sport or trophy fish.
3. For recreational fishers, catches of most linefish species are limited by daily bag limits, and/or
minimum sizes.
4. No fish or seafood caught by a recreational fisher (including spearfishers) may be sold.
5. All fish available at seafood retailers are supposed to have been obtained from licensed commercial
fishers, and these retailers have to retain proof of purchase, including the licence-holder’s name,
species of fish, and quantities bought.
No-sale species that should never be bought or sold
(* denotes species that are also prohibited for recreational fishers.)
Common name
Great white shark*
Raggedtooth shark
Natal wrasse *
Blacktail (dassie)
Pipefish & seahorses*
Bronze bream
Brindle bass*
Banded galjoen
Potato bass*
River bream (perch)
Sawfishes*
River snapper (rock salmon)
Seventy-four*
Cape knifejaw
Basking shark*
White steenbras (pignose grunter)
Whale shark*
Cape stumpnose

Common name
Galjoen
Southern pompano
Garrick (leervis)
Spotted grunter (tiger)
Baardman (bellman, tasselfish)
Spotted gulley shark
John Brown
Springer (ten pounder)
Kingfishes
Stonebream
Large-spot pompano (moony, wave garrick)
Striped catshark
Leopard catshark
West coast steenbras
Natal knifejaw (cuckoo bass)
White musselcracker (brusher, cracker)
Natal stumpnose (yellowfin bream)
Zebra (wildeperd)

Acknowledgement:
This list is from the Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative (SASSI), a collaborative initiative between WWF-SA: The
Green Trust, Environment & Tourism, Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife, Two Oceans Aquarium, and TRAFFIC. It aims to improve
the conservation status of overexploited fish and other seafood species through education and awareness.

✍

Apex predator: a top predator with few, or no
predators that eat it – top of the food chain.
Ampullae of Lorenzini: fluid-filled pits capable of
detecting weak electric fields on a shark’s snout
and head.
Biodiversity: the variety and variability of life forms,
including genetic and ecosystems variability.
By-catch: the non-targeted or incidental catch taken
along with the targeted catch, including discards.
Claspers: paired organs found on the pelvic fins of
male sharks and used for copulation.
Crustaceans: members of the arthropod order
Crustacea, e.g. lobsters, barnacles.
Decomposers: organisms that feed on dead matter, or
the waste of other organisms, thereby breaking
down and recycling the nutrients they contain.
Dermal denticles: small tooth-like scales found all over
a shark’s body.

Global warming: the gradual increase of the air
temperature in the Earth’s lower atmosphere (see
Greenhouse effect).
Habitat: physical area where an organism lives.
Invertebrates: animals that lack a backbone, e.g.
anemones.
Lateral lines: fluid-filled sensory canals with vibrationsensitive hairs that run along the sides of a shark’s
body and that can detect movements,
disturbances and vibration.
Molluscs: soft-bodied invertebrate animals with a
muscular head-foot and a mantle that usually
secretes a shell, e.g. snails and squids.
Overexploit: to over-use, work or develop a
renewable resource for benefit or profit to the
point that it threatens its continued existence.
Photosynthesis: process whereby plants capture
energy from the sun to produce carbohydrates.

Ecosystem: all of the organisms present in a particular
area and their physical environment.

Plankton: the collective term for microscopic plants
(phytoplankton) and animals (zooplankton) that
drift in the oceans.

Ecotourism: travel designed for people who want to
see the natural beauty and wildlife of an area.

Primary consumers: herbivores in a food chain.

Endemic: the occurrence of animals or plants whose
distribution is restricted to a geographical region.
Electromagnetic fields: having both electrical and
magnetic properties.
Extinction: disappearance of an organism from Earth,
caused by the death of its last remaining member.
Extinction events: natural disasters that have occurred
in the history of Earth, which have caused the
mass dying-out of species.
Food Chain: a sequence of plants and animals that
shows who eats whom and the direction in which
food energy is transferred.
Food web: a complex network of interconnected food
chains in an ecological community.
Greenhouse effect: heating of Earth caused by gases
in the atmosphere that trap infra-red radiation
from Earth and prevent it from escaping into
space.

Producers: organisms that can produce their own
food.
Secondary consumers: carnivores that eat herbivores
in a food chain.
Species diversity: the number of species in an
ecosystem.
Sustainable: capable of continuing indefinitely in its
present form.
Upwelling: movement of water from relatively deep
in the ocean to the surface layers.
Vertebrates: animals with a backbone, e.g. sharks,
humans.
Zooplankton: microscopic animals found floating in
the oceans.
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USEFUL EXTRAS
Contacts
AfriOceans Conservation Alliance: Website:
www.aoca.org.za, Email: info@aoca.org.za
PO Box 22436, Fish Hoek, South Africa, 7974,
Tel./Fax: +27 (0) 782 7590
Save our Seas Foundation: Website:
www.saveourseas.com
Two Oceans Aquarium Environmental Education Centre:
Website: www.aquarium.co.za
Email: education@aquarium.co.za
PO Box 50603,Waterfront, South Africa, 8002,
Tel: +27 (0) 21 418 3823 Fax: +27 (0) 21 418 3952
Environmental Tourism of South Africa: Website:
www.environment.gov.za
Private Bag X2, Roggebaai, South Africa, 8012
Tel: +27 (0) 21 402 3911, Fax: +27 (0) 21 402 3364.

Website Addresses
Corals Reefs
Coral Reef Alliance: www.coralreefalliance.org
Extinction
Bite Back: Shark Extinction: www.bite-back.com/sharks
Recently Extinct Animals:
www.petermaas.nl/extinct/english.htm
Fishing and Fish Guides
Industrial Long Line Fishing takes its toll:
www.greens.org/s-r/36/36-01.html
European Cetacean Bycatch Campaign:
www.eurocbc.org/page386.html
UK Fish Guide: Bite Back: www.bite-back.com
UK Fish Guide: Fish on Line: www.fishonline.org
USA Fish Guide: Monterey Bay Aquarium:
www.mbayaq.org/cr/seafoodwatch.asp
Global Warming
The EPA Global Warming Kids Page:
www.epa.gov/globalwarming/kids/index.html
Global Warming Student Research Page:
www.globalwarming.org/student.htm
Ocean Conservation and Research Organisations
Project Aware:
www.projectaware.org/?AWAREOFFICE=newoffice
World Conservation Union Shark Specialist Group (IUCN
SSG):
www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Organizations/SSG/SSG.htm
The Oceans Conservancy: www.oceanconservancy.org
WildAid: www.wildaid.org
Shark Research Institute: www.sharks.org
Marine Stewardship Council: www.msc.org
SANCCOB: www.sanccob.co.za
Shark Life: www.sharklife.co.za
Wildlife Society: wwwsharenet@future.co.za
Satellite Tags
CEFAS Satellite tagging basking sharks:
www.cefas.co.uk/sharks
Shark Encounters
Natal Sharks Board: www.shark.co.za/attack.htm
Florida Museum of Natural History Ichthyology Dept:
www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Sharks/ISAF/ISAF.htm

General
UShaka Marine World: www.ushakamarineworld.co.za
Iziko S.A. Museum: www.museums.org.za/sam/
Sharks National Geographic for Kids:
www.nationalgeographic.com/sharks/index.html

Additional Resources
Sharks of the World – Collins Field Guide Leonard
Compagno, Marc Dando, Sarah Fowler.
The following is a list of Coastcare Fact Sheets related to
the content covered in the Teacher Handbook. Should
you not have a hard copy you can find these on
sacoast.uwc.ac.za and select Publications.
1A Landforms and Ecosystems: Coral Reefs; Estuaries and
Lagoons; Kelp Forests; Mangrove Swamps; Rocky
Shores.
1C Phenomena: Global Warming and Sea Level Rise;
Tsunami; Dwesa & Cwebe Nature Reserves.
2A Culture and History: History of Whaling; Population
around the Coast; Traditional Fishing Methods.
2B Commercial Activities: Demersal Fishing; Fishing
Industry; Future Use of the Sea; Pelagic Fishing.
2C Tourism and Recreational Activities: Aquariums in
South Africa; Recreational Angling; Shark Diving;
Tourism along the Coast; Whale Watching.
2D Management and Recreational Activities: Impacts of
Human Activity on the Coast; Marine Protected Areas;
Sustainable Development.
2F Pollution: Beach Clean-ups; Harbour Pollution; Marine
Pollution; Oil Pollution; Plastic Pollution
3A General: Biodiversity; Dangerous Sea Creatures;
Plankton.
3B Invertebrates: Corals; Crustaceans; Echinoderms
3C Fishes: Skates and Rays; Sharks: Great White; Sharks:
Ragged Tooth; Sharks: Whale Shark; Skates and Rays
4 Posters: Filter Feeders; Food Webs; Shaped for Success

References
Arms, Karen. Environmental Science – Second Edition.
Saunders College Publishing
Branch, G.M., Griffiths, C.L.,Branch, M.L., Beckley, L.E.
Two Oceans – A guide to the marine life of Southern
Africa. David Philip Publishers (PTY) Ltd.
Bright, Michael. The Private Life of Sharks – The truth
behind the myth. Robson Books
Cleave, Andrew. Sharks – A portrait of the animal world.
Todri Productions Limited
Compagno, Leonard. Dando, Marc. Fowler, Sarah. Sharks
– Collins field guide. HarperCollins Publishers Ltd.
Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism.
Coastcare Fact Sheets
Kutter, G.S. The Universe and Life, Jones and Bartlett
Publishers
Stafford-Deitsch, Jeremy. Shark – A photographer’s story.
HEADLINE Book Publishing PLC
South African Technikon. Conservation Development
Enviro Facts
Van Rensburg, Lynette. Steenkamp, Conrad. Mills, Peter.
Conservation Development. Centre for Courseware
Design Development. Technikon SA

Developing educational material such as this Teacher Handbook is an ongoing process and our intention is to
update the book taking into consideration your comments and recommendations. We invite you to be part of
this process by completing the following and returning it to us:
Name: ______________________________________________ School: _________________________________________
Grade: ______________________________________________ Tel: _____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________ Email: __________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Core Knowledge
General comments on the Core Knowledge section for teachers:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Suggestions to improve the Core Knowledge section:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Activities
Activities that my learners and I enjoyed the most and why we enjoyed them:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Activities I recommend improving and ways to improve them:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Activity suggestions to include in future editions of the book (please use the back of this page if necessary):
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
General suggestions to improve the Teacher Handbook:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Please return this form to: Two Oceans Aquarium Environmental Education Centre, PO Box 50603,Waterfront, South Africa, 8002,
Tel: +27 (0) 21 418 3823 OR Fax: +27 (0) 21 418 3952 OR Email: education@aquarium.co.za directly with your comments.
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LESLEY ROCHAT

The great aim of education is
not knowledge but action.
HERBERT SPENCER

Sharks

– powerful predators that have incited awe and fear for
millions of years – are swimming straight into the classroom through this
exciting teaching resource that is bound to capture the interest of
teachers and learners alike!
Linked to the revised South African National Curriculum Statement for
the Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 - 6, ages 10 -12), the Teacher Handbook
on sharks provides a balance of facts and activities on a sound educational
platform. Teachers will find a wealth of fascinating information about this
intriguing animal and its ocean home, along with learner activities for each
of the learning areas. Supported by the content, teachers help learners to
form their own opinions about sharks, and to care for the biodiversity of
one of the world’s greatest ecosystems. Covering the curriculum spectrum
from Mathematics to Languages through to Science, Economics, Life
Orientation and Technology, the content and activities are easily adapted
for use in classrooms around the world.

• An AfriOceans Conservation Alliance initiative • in collaboration with Two Oceans Aquarium •
• Sponsored by Save our Seas Foundation •

